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Figure 1. Map of Adelaide Suburbs
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to Fi .1 IV A. C. D.
or s

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
L2.
13.
14.
15.
16.
L7.
18.
19.
20.
2L.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

Ad.elaide City $Iest
Adelaid,e City East
North Adelaide
Thebarton - Mile End
Torrensville
Bowden
Hindmarsh
Fitzroy
Prospect South
Nailsworth
Frospect North
lila1kerville
St. Peters
Stepney
Kent Town - Norwood
Kensington : Marryatville
Parksid.e
UnIey
Goodwood
Forrestville
Millswood, - Clarence park
Unley Park - Malvern
Fullarton
Highgate - Myrtle Bank
Croydon Park Dudley park
Ferryden Park
Iilood,ville Gardens
!{ingfield - Mansfield, park
Kilburn
Blair Athol
Broadview
Enfield
Gepps Cross
NorÈhfield
Greenacres Hillcrest
Manningham - Vale park
Klemzig
lilind.sor Gard.ens
Valleyview - Gilles plains
iloslin - Palmeham
Marden - Felixtow
Payneham South - Trinity Gardens
Tranmere
Máei11

346



46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
7L.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
8I.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.

Key to riq. I (Contrd. )

Campbelltown
Rostrevor - Newton
Paradise - Athelstone
Beulah Park Kensington park
Erindale Kensington GardensTusno.re Lindon park
Rose Park - Toorak Gardens
Eastwood - Glenside
SÈ. Georges - Glen Osmond
Burnside - Beaurnont
Ros1yn Park - lilattLe park
Clarence Park
Cumberland Park
Colonel Light Gardens - Daw park
St. Marys
Hathorn Kingswood
Clapham - Panorama
Nethe¡rby - l-litcham - Springfield
Eden Hills - Bellenre HeighÈsBelair - Glenalta
Blackwood - Hawthorndene
Glandore Edwardstown
South Plympton
Plympton Park - tvlorphettville
Glengowrie
Parkholme - Ascot park
Clovelly Park
Marion - Mitchell park
Oaklands Park
Warradale
Sturt - Seacombe Gardens
Dover Gardens
Marino Seaview
Richmond - Marlestone
Cowandilla - West Richmond.
KurralÈa Park
Netley - Plympton Park
Plympton
Novar Gardens - Camden park
Underdale - Brooklyn
Lockleys
Fulham
ï{est Croydon
!{oodville - Kilkenny
Pennington - Cheltenham
Athol Park - I{oodvil1e North
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92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.

100.
r01.
LOz.
103.
104.
105.
106.
Lø7.
108.
r09.
110.
111.
LL2.
113.
114.
Ils.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
LzL.
L22.
L23.
L24.
L25.
L26.
t27.
L28.
L29.
130.
131.
L32.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.

Key Èo Fig. I (Cont,'d.)

Beverley - lilelland
Woodville South e V{est
Hendon - A1bert Park
Flinders Park
Findon
Fulham Gardens l(idman Park
Seaton
Semaphore Park - Royal Park
Queenstown - Alberton
Rosewater - Ottway
Port Adelaide - Ethelton
Semaphore - Exeter
Largs Peterhead
Largs North
Osborne - Taperoo
Grange
Henley Beach
WesÈ Beach
Glenelg North
Glenelg
Glenelg South
Somerton Park
North Brighton - Hove
Brighton - South Brighton
Seacliff - Kingston Park
Parooka - Para Vista
Para HÍlls
Brahma Lod.ge - Salisbury EasÈ
Salisbury - Para Gard,ens
Salisbury North I
!{.R.8. Salisbury Norttr II
ElLzabeth Valey
Elizabeth Grove
Elizabeth - Elizabeth South
Elizabeth East - Elizabeth Heights
Elizabeth Park
Elizabeth Downs
Elizabeth North
Elizabeth lilest
Elizabeth Field
Ho1den HilI - Dernancourt
Hope VaIJ.ey - Highbury
Modbury
Redwood Park - Ridgehaven
Fariview Park Tea Tree Gully
Crafers Bridgewater
Reynella - Happy Va1ley
Christies Beach - Port Noarlunga
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FACTOR l. SOCIO - ECONOÍ!îIC STATUS
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FACTOFT ]Ir. RECENT U. ¡(. T.TIGRANTS
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FACTOR ]]2. HIGH ETHTJIi:¡TY
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FACTOR ]E . AGã9, LOW FAMILISM
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FACTOR !T, N.W A E. E¡JROFEAN MIGRAI'¡TS
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TABLE I
Factor I Socioeconomic Status

Eigenvalue 26.869, Percent of total variance 24.207

Variable

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

10.
13.
L4.
L7.
19.
20.
2L.
24.
25.
26.
28.
9.

30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
39.
4I.
43.
44.
46.
50.

Rotated I'actor
Loadinqr

M['tF Empl.
Fl{F Enpl.
MVÛF Self-empl.
M9[F Emplee.
FWF Emplee.
l{ Non-IrlF Ret, indep. means
MVUFI Manuf .
F!{EI Manuf .
M!ùFI Trans, stor.
M[rIFf Fin, prop.
FWFI Fin, prop.
MVûFI Commerce
Mt¡lFI Prof ., bus.
FVTFI Prof . , bus .
MWFI Amus., hot. perserv.
MüüFO Prof ., tech.
FWFO Prof., tech.
MWFO Admin., exec., manag.
FITIFO Admin., exec., manag.
MWFO Clerical
FWFO Clerical
MWFO Sa1es
FWFO Sales
M!{FO Craf ts, prodn. , proc . ,
FWFO Crafts, prodn., proc.,
FWFO Serv., sport, rec.
M!{F Tert. gua1s.
Ml{F No quals.
Priv. dwell. owned
Priv. dwelI. Govt. tenant
Priv.dwell.2+cars

lab.
Iab.

+.915
+.787
+.535
-.854
-.405
+. 613
-.779
-.798
-.532
+.878
+.543
+.759
+. 864
+.653
+.428
+.888
+.688
+.929
+.759
+.575
+.382
+.805
-.31I
-.899
-.814
-.37 4
+.905
-.525
+.370
- .467
+.643

58.
60.
66.
7L.
75.

o
Pop.60+
Pop, 15 * non-sing. widor¿ed
WF Female
Púiv. d,weIl. f lats
Persons./dwe11.

;
+
+

:

.318

.309

.331

.377

.395

35s



TABLE I (Cont I d,. )

Variable
Rotated Factor

Loading

+. 394
-.394
-.326
-.336
-.309
-.373
+.785
+.623
+.494
-.316
+.410
+.649

76.
78.
79.
86.
88.
89.
94.
95.

LA2.
104.
105.
110.

Pop. Australia
Pop. Ot¡erseas
Pop. Europe
Pop. Poland
Pop. USSR
Pop. Yugoslavia
Pop. N.Z.
Pop. USA, Canada
Migrants res. over 19 yrs.
Pop.. Catholic
Pop. Ch. of Eng.
Pop. Hebrew

4
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TABLE 2

Factor II - Household composítion, low familism

Eigenvalue 2L.036, Percent of total variance 19.951

Rotated Factor
Variable Loading

MWF Unempl.
MVUFI Amus., hot, perserv.
F!{FI Amus, hot,, perserv.
MWfO C1erical
FVùFO Clerical
M!'UPO Serv., sport, rec-
FVUF'O Serv., sport, rec.
Priv. dwell. owned.
Priv. dwell. tenant.
Priv. dwell. T.V.
Priv. dwell. no car
Priv. dwell. one car
Priv. dwelI. 2+ cars

8.
26.
27.
32.
33.
38.
39.
44.
45.
47.
48.
49.
50.

+.7 48
+.654
+.734
-.311
-.396
+. 815
+.475
-.492
+.699
-.449
+.564
- 1377
- -452

59.
6I.
65.
66.
67.
7L.
72.
74.

PoP . 15 + never married. +.399
+.793
+ .52L
+.306
- .445
+.379
+.778
-.752

Pop 15 + non-sing. div., sêp.
F. Pop. in !ìlF
lilF Female
F Pop. 15 * non-sing. home duties
Priv. dwell. flats
Dwell. non-private
Rooms riv. dwell.

. I non-SA
91.
92.
95.

106.
r08,

.384

.4L4

.305

.387

.345

+
+
+
+

+

Pop
PoP
Pop
Pop
PoP
Pop

. Greece

. Malta

. USA, Canada

. ldethodist

. Greek Orthodox
ù

4
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TABLE 3

Factor fI:I - Recent U.K. Migrant,s

Eigenvalue 9.649, Percent of total variance 8.694

Variable

5.
20.
42.
50.

FVUF &rplee
FVùFI Fin.r prop.
Mf'fF Sub tert. quals.
Priv.dwell.2+cars

Rotated Factor
.Loading

-. 330
-.326
+.347
-.308

53.
54.
56.
57.
59.
63.
69.
70.

Pop. 15-19
Pop. 20-29
Pop. 40-49
Pop.50-59
Pop. 15 + Never married
Fertility ratio
Pop. change 1961-66
Priv. dwell. built 1961-66

-.628
+. 538
-.7 6L
-.457
-.401
+.480
+.411
+.562

76.
77.
78.
80.
87.
93.
99.

101.
L02.
105.
106.
II1.

Pop. Austra].j.a -.7 45
+.348
+.745
+.708
-.492
+.366
+.841
-.846
-.403
+. 406
-. s55
+.357

Pop. Aust., non-SA
Pop. Overseas
Pop. UK
Pop. Baltic Countries
Pop. Other,European.
Ivligrants res. 0-5 yrs.
Migrants res. 13-19 yrs.
l'ligrants res. over 19 yrs.
Pop. Ch. of Eng.
Pop. Methodist
Pop. no religion

4
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TABLE 4

Factor IV - Hiqh Ethnicity

Eigenvalue 6.846, Percent of total variance 6.968

Variable

16.
32.
42.
43.
47.

MVUFI BIdg., cons.
MWFO Clerical
Mf'ûF Sub tert. quals
MlilF no quals.
Priv. dwelI. T\/

Rotated Factor
Loadínqr

+.32L
-.331
-.356
+.402
-.346

80.
84.
89.
90.
91.
92.
97.
98.

100.
104.
r05.
107.
108.

Pr v.
. Europe

Pop. UK
Pop. Hungary
Pop. Yugoslavia
Pop. ftaly
Pop. Greece
Pop. Ma1ta
Pop. Aliens
Migrants Aliens
Migrants res. 6-L2 yrs.
Pop. Catholic
Pop. Ch. of EngLand
Pop. Presbyterian
Pop. Greek Orthodox

+
+
+
+
+

361
478

.367

.864

.508

.345
+.824
+.796
+.584
+.732
-.657
-.490
+.533

4
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TABLE 5

Factor V - Aged, Low F'amilism

Eigenvalue 4.375, Percent of total variance 3.942

Variable

9.
10.
16.
25.
26.
35.
42.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

M non-tilF Pens.
M non-WF Ret,, indep. ne€[ns
MûûFI Bldg. , cons.
F"WFI Prof,., bus.
MVûFI Amus., hot, preserv.
FfiIFO Sales
MWF Sub Èert. qua1s.
Priv. dwelI. tenant.
Priv. dwell- Govt. tenant
Priv. dwell. T\/
Priv. dwell. no car

Rotated Factor
Loadinqrs

+.848
+.565
-.42L
+.325
+.403
-.474
-. 653
+.529
-.394
-.519
+.667
-.681

52.
55;
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
68.
70.
7L.
73.
75.

Friv. dwell. car
ra

Pop.,0-14
Pop.30-39
50-59
Pop. 60 +
Pop. 15 + never married
Pop. 15 + non-sing. widowed,
Pop. 15 t non-sing. div., sept.
Dependency ratio
F'ertiliÈy ratio
M Pop. in !{F
F Pop. in WF
liIF Female
Pop. 15 + pensioners
Priv. dwell. built 1961-66
Priv. dwell. flats
Priv. dwell. shared
Persons/dwellinq

-.797
-.842

7L
64
7L
51
82
56
54
25
o7
77
96
67
26
39
09

+.7
+.8
+.5
+.8
+.4
-.7
-.6
+.4
+.3
+.3
+.8

+.5
+.6

4
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TABLE 5 (Cont'd. )

Variable

v6.
78.
80.
81.
82.
91.
96.
98.

LOz.
103.
108'.

Pop. Australia
Pop. Overseas
Pop. U.K.
Pop. Netherlands
Pop. Germany
Pop. Greece
Pop. Asia
Mígrants Aliens
Migrants res. over 19 yrs.
Pop. BapÈists
Pop. Greek Orthodox

Rotated Factor
Ioadings

+.378
-.378
-.459
-.524
-.410
+.367
+.328
+.336
+.597
+.357
+.373

4
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TABLE 6

Factor VI Hiqh N.W. and E. Euro,pe'an: Ethinicity

Eigenvalue 3.483, Percent of total variance 3.I39

Variable

14.
L7.
18.
36.

FIVFI Manuf .

MVUFI Trans., stor.
MúUff Commun.

MWFO Crafts, prdn., proc., lab.

Rotated Factor
Loadings

+.328
+. 373

-.566
+.351

79.
82.
83.
85.
86.

88.
89.

101.
106.

Pop. Europe
Pop. Germany

Pop. Austria
Pop. Czechoslovakia
Pop. Po1and

Pop. USSR

Pop. Yugoslavia
l'ligrants res. 13-19 yrs.
Pop. Methodist

+.328
+.494
+.526
+.384
+.776

+.767
+.642
+.300

-.311

4
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SIMII,ARITIES

Lemons are sour but sugar is
You walk with your legs and throw with your

Boys grow up to be men and girls to be

A knife and a piece of gLass both

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

L2.

13.

14.

15.

16.

way

!ilay

\day

way

way

way

lfay

vray

wey

stay

ltray

sray

are

are

are

are

are

are

are

are

are

are

are

are

In what-

In what

In what

fn what

In what

In whaÈ

In what

In what

In what

In what

fn what

fn what

a PLUM and a PEACH alike?

a CAT and a MOUSE alike?

BEER and lrlINE alike?

a PIAI{O and a VIOLIN alike?

PAPER and COAL AIiKC?

a POUND and A YARD AIiKE?

SCISSORS and a COPPER PAN alike?

a MOUNTAIN and a LAKE alike?

SALT and WATER alike?

LIBERTY ANd JTISTICE AIiKE?

FIRST and LAST alike?

the NUMBERS 49 and L2L alike?
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COLOURED PROGRESSIVA MATRTCES

(Selection Only)
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PICTURE COMPLETION

SÈimulus
Comb

Table
Fox
Girl
Cat
Door
Hand

Card
siissors
Coat
Fish
Screw
Fry
Rooster
Profile
Thermorneter
Car
Umbrella
Cow

House with sun behind it

Part Miss.incr
Tooth (Teeth)
Leg
Ear
Ivlouth

liltriskers
Hinge
Fingernail (polish)
Center Spade

Screw
BuÈtonholes
Dorsa1 fin
Slot (slit)
Antennae (feelers)
Spur
Eyebrow
Mercury in bulb
License Plate
Spokes
C1eft in foot
Shadow

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
L2.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
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CRTCHTON VOCABUI,ARY SCALE
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NAII,IE

SET ONE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
L2.
13.
L4.
15.
16.
L7.
18.
19.
2A.

2L.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

cap
Tomato

Frock

Afraid
Blaze
Near

Patch
Rest

Damp

Loaf
CrueI

Rage

Ache

View

Battle

Disturb
Unhappy

Perfume

Receive
Continue
Startle
Connect
SÈ,ubborn

Provide
Squabble
Shrivel
Malaria
scfoone r
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SET ONE (Cont I d,. )

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Brag
Resemblance

Anonymous

Fascinated
Courteous

Liberty
Mingle

Prosper
Elevate
Thrive
Precise
Verify

4
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IIAI{E

SET Ir9üO

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

r0.
11,.

L2.
13.
14.
15.
16.
L7.
18.
19..

20.
2t.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Bed

Dog

Gard,en

House

Hurry
Parcel
Lock
lilarm
Funny
Small
Thief
Search
Sob

Vanish
Echo

Rescue

Entrance
Dawn

RepIy
Release
Cargo
Effort
Slende:t
Vacant
Triunph
Applaud
Prggress
Select
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SET TïfO (Contrd. )

29.
30.
3r.
32.
33.
34.
35,
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Brag
Resemblance

Anonymous

Liberty
MingJ.e

Fascinated
Courteous
Prosper
Elevate
Thrive
Precise
Verify

4
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APPENDIX C
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JUST SUPPOSE
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JUST SUPPOSE - Someone got caught in a big soap bubble
and, couldntt get out,.
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JUST SUPPOSE. - f was rolled flat by a steam roller.

4
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JUST SIIPPOSE - A great fog vrere to falI all over the
earth and. all we could see would be feet.
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PATTERNS
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USES OF OBJECTS
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APPENDTX D
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FLEXIBILTTY CATEGORIES

FOR JUST SUPPOSE

IL
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JUST SUPPOSE Someone got caught in a big soap bubble
and couldn't get out.

I Danger to the individ.ual being hurt, falling,
dying, etc. Where the d,anger is unspecified -
e.g., you would keep on falling over, you would
die, etc.

(a) Dangerous
(b) Hurt
(c) Dying or dead
(d) FalI over or out
(e) Useless
(f) Unable to be helped or trapped
(g) Other, e.9., you would get lost

2. EffecÈs on eating or drinking
(a) Starvation or hunger or dislike of

food including responses stating death
because of starvation

(b) Þehydration or Èhirst including respense
stating death because of thirst

(c) Eating or drinking involving soap.i
e.9., have bubble for breakfast

(d) Restriction of food or eating of only
one food

(e) others

3. Effects on breathing
(a) Suffocation or trouble breathing
(b) Breathing involving bubbles; ê.9.,

they would blow bubbles
(c) other

Pollution of or danger to the environment
caused by the bubble

(a) Pollution of the air
(b) Pollution of other aspects of the

environment
(c) Danger to the earth or to the en-

vironment, other than pöllution;
e.g., the earth would be destroyed

4
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5

6.

Affected by change in temperature
(a) Affected by an increase in temperature
(b) Affected by a decrease in temperature

Drowning or sinking
(a) Drowning in the sea or other body

of water outside the bubble
(b) Drowning inside the bubble (include

responses like "you would drown")
(c) Sinking

7. Floating or flying in the earthrs atmosphere
to a place, around the wor1d, in airr on earth,
on !'rater, etc.

(a) Floating or flying over the
earthî ê.9. t around the world

(b) Floating or flying over water
(c) 

ii;:iiä3"'tf;: ?:";H:ånlnlni"iiä
float around")

(d) Floating or flying to a placei è.9.t
I would f1y to Mount Everest, or you
might, float away and maybe drop into
a pigsty or f loat , ar{ay and land in the
bathr or arrive back on earth safely
after floating away

8. Floating or flying through space or to other
planets or arriving or seeing another planet
or plant creatures

(a) Floating or flying through space
(b) Floating or flying to other planets
(c) Arriving at other planets, etc.
(ct) Seeing another planet or planet creatures
(e) Floating to heaven' or h.ell

4
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9. FloaËing or flying to fantasy land or arriving
or seeing fantasy land

(a) Floating or flying to fantasy land
(b) Arriving in fantasy land
(c) Being in or seeing fantasy land

10. Modes of travelling on the ground or landing
on the ground

(a) Using the bubble as a means
of transportation

(b) Rolling, bouncing, sliding, etc.
(c) Landing on the ground (Unspecified

or specified)
(d) Landing on other parts of nature;

e.9., plants, trees, mountains

(This category includes landing where the landing
as such allows escape, but does not, include re-
sponses where landing involves däã?er - see 42.1

11. Mod,es of travelling on the sea or river or
landing in water

(a) Travelling on the sea
(includes water response)

(b) Travelling on the river
(c) Landing in water

Modes of travelling through the air or in space
other than floating or flying, including landing
as flying objects.

Adding to the bubble and making it a means of transport
(a) On the ground
(b) On the water
(c) In the air
(d) In space

Being able to start new means of transport
Stârting or performing new types of activity

(a) on earth or in the air
(b) In fantasy land

L2.

13.

14.

15.
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16. Play activities in the birbble
(a) Play act,iviÈies; e.g., play in

it; f would put Superman clothes on
(b) Facilitation of play activities

L7. Facilitation of skills
(a) Facilitation of skills (general)
(b) FaciliÈation of skills where per-

formance, includ,ing entertainment,
is stated or implied (But see 63)

18. AÈtendance to oners physical needs or
cont,inuing with daily-like activities

(a) Attendance to one's physical
needs (general)

(b) Facilitation of bathing or
cleaning activities

(c) Facilitation of other activities
including at,tendance to one I s
physical needs (physical need stated)

(d) Continuing with daily-like activities;
e.9., continue to live, walk, run,
try to sleep, Iearn to swim, etc.

19. Turning into a bubble or other fantasy figure
(a) Turning into a bubble or figure

pertaining Èo bubbles
(b) Turning into a fantasy or space figure

20. Means of bursting of or escaping from the bubble
by natural causes/or nature

(a) Bursting of bubble (cause not stated
includes the response the bubble

would burst)
(b) Bursting of bubble (natural cause

stated; e.9., the bubble would burst
in the aÈmosphere or in a sÈorm)

(c) Bursting of bubble by plants or trees
(includes plant or tree parts)

(d) 3i::'iïi"îfu3loî*"3"-ä:i*îi:i' rocks'
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20. CONTINUED

- (e) Bursting of bubble on a planet;
e.g., the moon or part, of a planet;
e.g., take it to the moon and get it
broken on the poinÈ

(f) Bursting of bubble (cause not stated)
a person falls, dies, etc. The bubble
would burst and I would falI, and hurt
myself andr/or die

(g) ot'her

2L. BursÈing or escaping from the bubble by man-
made things (exclud.ing named buildings)

(a) tsuildings
(b) Machines or machinery;

e.9., vacuum cleaners
(c) Vehicles; e.9., cars, trains,

planes, etc.
22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

Bursting of bubble on named buíldings or structures

Running or bumping and/or bursting into people or
by people

Falling into something (includes falling INTO
something and the bubble bursts or vice vffi'

Emotional reaction of the person inside the bubble
(a) Happiness (includes responses

which state it is fun)
(b) Unhappiness, f,ear and, panic
(c) Anger
(d) Crying for.help, etc.
(e) other; e.9., boredom

Effect on other people or reaction of oËher people
or animals (e.9., the birds would laugh at me).

(a) Causing anxiety or $rorry to people
(b) Causing amusement to people

o (c) Causing amazement or aÈtention
(d) Other reaction from people

4lr



26. CONTINUED

(e) Causing amusement from animals
(b) Other emotional reaction from animals

27. Person inside attempts to get out, (See also 28)
(a) Attempt to get, out by using

a sharp or pointed, object
(b) Attempt to get out by using parts gf

one.l-È body to puncture the br¡bble
(Ínclud,es punching and kicking the
bubble )

(c) Statement of attempting to get, out
which is und,ifferentiat,ed; ê.g., I
would struggle; I would try to get out.

(d) Attempt to get out by using an object
which is not sharp or pointed; e.g.l
by using water or using a broom

(e) other

28. Unusual types of escape
(a) Changing parÈs of the body to escape
(b) Other means (excluding 27) ¡e.g., eating your way out

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

Animal assistance or rescue by animals

Human assistance (includes getting human
assistance; e.9., yoü would get a günr you
wouLd get my mother, I would call the ambulance)

(a) Rescue by humans (unprofessional)
(b) Rescue by professionalsi ê.9. rscientists, police, armed forces,

políce, fire brigade, airforce, etc.

Assistance from fantasy figures
Being isol,ated;, i.e., statement of self being alone,
left or stranded in the bubble; includes waiting or
hoping you will be rescued

Gptting soapy or having soap covering you.

Fate controlled by Èhe winds
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35. Effect of the bubble on the person's body or body
parts (excluding the senses) or other person's
body or body parts

(a) Effect on the body as an entityì e.g.l
Vou would be slippery, wet, etc. You
would be cramped and,/or stiff , etc., or
He would be wet and stuffy

(b) Effect on body parts such as mouth,
nose, feet or hair, etc.

(c) Eff,ect on another personrs bod,y
as an entity

(d) Effect on another personrs body parts;
e.9., It might fall on somebodyrs head
or It would go into somebody's ear and
ro11 around

36. Effeet of bubble on the senses
(a) Effect on hearing
(b) Effect on sight
(c) Effect, on touch
(d) Effect, on balance
(e) Effect on smefl and tasÈe
(f) Causing of pain (includes

of djzziness or nausea)
ca,using,

(g) Effecting thinking, including
ind,ulging in fantasyi ê.9.r I would
go madrì ot I might think I was in a
balloon

Effect on ability to communicate

Effect on clothes

Effect on ageir¡g
ù(a) Growing younger or remaining Èhe same age

(b) Growing older

37.

38.

39.

't
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40. Interference wíth or prevention of normal
activities or physioloEical functions Èo self
or others . ( Includes interference witñTõffient. )

Interference with normal activities
or functions (undifferentiated)
Interference with normal physiological
functions or movements (stated);
e.g. I couldnrt, walk, n¡n, etc. r;
couldn't go to the t,oilet, etc.
Interference with normal activities
(stated) e.9., couldn't go to school,
couldnrt read, or write; would inter-
fere with my father's business; my
mother wouldn't go to the shops, etc.
Interference with normal physiological
functions or movement with an explana-
tion or elaboration
Interference with normal activities
with an explanation or elaboraÈion

4L. InÈerference with less usual or unusual or novel
activities of self or others

(a) Interference with unusual activities
(Und.if ferentiated)

(b) Interference with unusual activities(differentiated response) r e.9., there
wou1d, be trouble at the airport because
the radar woul,d pick up the noise of
the bubble

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Danger from outside attack or disaster (includes
becoming trapped or caught somewhere)

(a) Danger from animals
(b) Danger from insects
(c) Danger from monsters
(d) Danger of banging into something or

something banging or runnj-ng into yout
e. g. , a car runs you over or d,anger
from environment man-made, includes
vehicles.

o (") Danger from nature (vegetation or land-
scapeî ê.g. t You'd be smashed by a tree;
You'd hit a mountain, fall over and die
(But d.istinguish 24)

42.
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42. CONTINUED

(f)
(g)

Danger from the natural elements
Danger from elements or objects in
space or planetary matter

(h) Danger from fantasy figuresi ê.9.1
a giant might walk over you
Danger from persons or people;
e.g., people may use the bubble as
a target and shoot, at you
Other - but, see 43t

(i)

( j )

(e.9., you could be flattened out and be
stuck on a piece of paper)

Danger from going down drains, plug-holes, etc.
Danger from the bubble being used like bubbles àre
used, (excluding going down drains, etc.); e.g.,
you may get used in washing Èhe dishes, or in the
washing machine.

Statement involving the size or fit into the bubble

Statement involving precautions to be'taken against
possible dangers

Attempt,s to sÈeer the bubble

Statement invôlving stabiliùy or movemenÈ of
the bt-rbble

46. St,atemenÈ involving balance inside the bubble; ê.9.,
It would be hard to stand up; It would be hard to
balancer ft would, be slippery

43.

44.

45.

47.

48.

49.

50. Statement of the appearance of the bubble;
You would, be colourful in the sunlighÈ

e.9 t

51. Bubble as a decoration; e.g., someone would puÈ
me on top of their pent I would be used, as a
Xmas light, eÈc.

52. B¡rbble as protection or as shelter
(a) As protection
(b) As shelterì e.g. t .it would become my home;

f would live in it or You could hid.e, eat,
and. sleep in it
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53. Involvement of others in the consequences
or the fate of the bubble

(a) lilhere the consequencgs are beneficial
(b) 

iH:;r:l:r"31"f;:ffiffiî" 
are not

54. Use of the bubble as a r,reapon

(a) For attack
(b) For defence

55. Statement of thej benefit,s of the situation by
avoiding harm; disliked activities or censor

(a) From plants
(b) From the natural element,s
(c) From animals
(d) From the environment (natural)
(e) From the environment (man-made)
(f) Erom humans
(g) other

56. Statement of the benefits of the situation
by causing "good"

(a) To the environment,
(b) To animals
(c) To other humans; e.9., people

would be able to have all his money
(d) To self
(e) Other, but see 57 and 58

57. AtÈaining fame, publicity or increased knowledge' etc.
(a) 

ii::.:inå:si:";3 ?: :ffi å:åñ: Eï;=""
to Pluto, etc.

(b) Publicity; e.9., I would be written
up in the newspapers

(c) fncreased knowledge
(d) other

/a
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58. Being able to geÈ into buildings, banks,
palaces, etc.

(a) 
ffiiîåri;l: :?.:"t"iäi?r",.,,tiared)

(b ) 
#Hri3å""l3zg:'*iti""o:tåtåänio,no""

59. Use of, the bubble for fantasy-like or
supernatural activitíes

(a) for fantasy-like activities
(b) for supernatural activíties

60, Statement regarding funeral or burial arrangements;
e.9., I{hen you die the undertakers could not measure
you or you would have to have a round coffin

61. They would, be spotted on a radar as a UFO or
people would think you are a UFO or a flying
sauceri i.e., Id,entified as a UFO

62. Used as
humans,

(a)

(b)
(c)

a toy or playÈhing or play object by
animals or fantasy figures
Used as a play object by humans;
e.9., Bê used as a beach ball
Used as a play object by animals
Used, as a play object by fantasy figures

63. Providing entertainment or being an attraction
(a) Providing entertainment; ê.9.,

He'd become a circus attraction
(b) Attracting undue attention

64. Ignore the situation; e.9., I wou1d. mind my oltrn
business or I would leave it where it is.

65. Change to your appearance other than becoming a
bubble or fantasy figure; e.9. I may look like
a floating aquarium

66. Miscellaneous

4
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JUST SUPPOSE I was rolled flat by a steamroller

Interference with physiological functions
(a) Person is dead or d,ying
(b) Person is hurt or damaged
(c) Interference with eating and drinking
(d) Interference wiÈh vision
(e) Interference with conununication

(speaking and hearing)
(f) Specific reference with breathing

or nose activities; e.g., yoü
couldnrt blow your nose

(g) rnterference with cleaning activities
(h) Interference with growingì ê.g.t

I would, not grow
(i) Loss of or interference wiÈh movements

(but, see 16) (includes sleeping)
(j) Interference with drinking

2. Inferference with usual daily activities
(a) Undifferentiated,
(b ) Work
(b) School ,

(c) Ilome and family or friends
(d) Sport and, games

(e) Play (includes canrù climb t,rees, no fun)
(f) Can't drive or travel in vehicles
(g) 

iräïH:'""Íråi"li;:"t"'Til:u'"n
3, Loss of love .rrá affection; e.g., r d,on't think

you r/úould ever get kissed again

4
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4 Statement with respect to cl,othes
(a) Non-specific
(b) Difficulty in getting clothes;

or canrt dressi or wear the
same clothes al-l the time

(c) Statement of the condition of
clothesì è.g. t clothes would be
pressed and flat or clothes ruined

(d) St,atement of clothes not fitting;
e.9., ßy nappy wouldntt fit

(e) Statement of clothes or equipment'
youtd have to haveì ê.9.t youfd
have to have flat shoes; in the
snow youtd need narrow skis

5. Statement concerníng shape, height,, si,ze,
and weight of the victim

(a) Shape and size - flat; thin,
called, flatman

(b) Height Èall or short
(c) !{eight
(d) Be like a shadow
(e) oÈher

6. Emotional reaction of person run over
(a) Positive; e.9., it would be fun
(b) Negative (horror, sad, look stupid,

cÍy , scre€rm, eÈc. )

(c) Anger

7. Hnotional reaction of others
(a) Positive ad.miration
(b) Negative (horror, sad, rejection)
(c) Amazement, wonder

4
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I Statement of human assistance by self or oÈhers
(a) Going to hospital
(b) Being put to bed - includes I would

go to bed, I would lie flat in bed;
the "comf,ortstr of being in bed.; the
boredom of being in bed

(c) Someone going for help includes
someone calling the ambulance

(d) SeIf attempting to get help; e.9., 9et
a policeman to stop all the traffic;
or trlz to get úp and walk to the hospital

9 . Fr¡neral, Burial and After-Life Consequences
(a) Funeral íncludes statements

concerning coffins
(b) Burial (includes fantasy burials;

e.g., they would bury me on Venus)
(c) After-life; e.9., I would go to

heaven and be an angel with my grand,mother
(d) Life on earth after person dead;

e.g. There would be. a spare seat
at the tea table

10. Statement concerning you and the steamroller, the
fate of the steamroller, the fate of the road. or
Èhe fate of the driver

(a) Fate of you and the steamrollerî è.g.t
get caught on the wheel of the steam-
roller and go ror¡nd and round, f loat of f
the wheel and land on your tununy

(b) Fate of the steamroller; e.9., the
steamroller would break

(c) Fate of the roadì e.9., the road
would be very dirty; there would be a
mess on the road

(d) Fate of the driver; e.9., sue the man
who rolled him overi put the driver in
jailr my Dad would kill the driver.

4
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11. Statement of floating or flying
(a) In space
(b) In the air
(c) In or on the sea
(d) On land - including specific places
(e) FaÈe controlled by the wind; ê.9.,

on windy nights I I d be blown aror.md
the room

L2. Statement of being able to get into otherwise
inaccessible places

(a) Going under, through the side of,
through small places; includes
slipping through crowds

(b) Gett,ing into banks and other
places or escaping from goals, etc.

13. Danger from going down drains, plug-ho1es, etc.,
e.9., I would, have to watch out when I had a
bath or f would. go down the drain

14. Ability to engage in spying activities; ê.9., I
would, be a spy on the French because they are
letting off bonbs near Australia; I would be able
to be a secret agent and slide through cracks
and get informaÈion

15. Facilitation of sports act.ivities or play
(a) Cricket
(.b) Swimming
(c) Running
(d) Football
(e) Tennis/squash
(f) Other sports
(g) Play activit,ies (non-competitive)

4
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16. Adapt,ive responses to the situation
(a) Statement concerning movement
(b) Adjustment in sitting arrangernents
(c) 

å;.:äiF 
to restore normal shape

(d) Attempt to restore normal shape by others
(e) Statement of future (and presenÈ)

precautions

L7. Attaining farne; special attention; or publicity
(a ) Fame

(b) First person to do something Èo
d,o wiÈh being flat, skinny, etc.

(c) Publicity
(d) Special atÈractions
(e) other

18.

19.

20.

2L.

Posted in the post-box or letter box

No consequences or an improvement, in health
(a) No consequences
(b) Improvement in health

Fantasy-like consequences or able to live
among/with animals

(a) Living with or making friends with animals
(b) Fantasy figures (non-horror; not monsters)
(c) Monsters (includes stated horror

figures, noÈ necessarily ghosts)

Used in play (game) or sport-like activities:
Human/animal/fantasy

(a) Play objects by humans
(b) Sport by humans
(c) Used as play-object by animals
(d) Used as play-object by fantasy figures

f
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22. Used as furniture or as household articles
for humans/animals

(a) As beddingi ë.g. t as a matressi
as a hanunock; as a rug for the bed,

(b) As a mati ê.g.t as a doormat; as
a bathnat; mat for the cat; people
would wipe their feet on me

(c) 
u"i3f;i;"3i!; ; 3;3;, ": f,.Tåi"lånr.,

(d) Seat, etc.
(e) Some sort of arE/d,ecoraÈion; ê.9.,

I would be put into a picture frame
(f) Household article; e.9., a plate
(g) otheri e.g.t used as a sign on the road

23. Used as eating or potenÈially eating material
(a) Eating material by humansi ê.g.t used

as a piece of pastry; I might be straw-
berry jam; be made into pancakes

(b) Eating material by animalsi ê.g.t
food for a dog

(c ) ::;::n"*;i:;r"*"3ïu'::lïå,':9":';å"cake
24. Statement regarding claim of money; e.g., f'd

bankrupt, Mutual Benefits with my medical claim

25. Changes
General

(a)

(b)

(c)

in furniture or household articles:
arrangements
furniture; e.9., wouldn't need a
large bath; could have a bottle as a bed
household/domesticr/kitchen articles
Other

26. Statement of non-support for the steamroller
ind.ustryi ê..9.r You would not support the manu-
facturing of steamrollers

27. e.9., leeth,
person's teeth
take him to the
and appendix so

Removal of victimrs body parts;
îonsils, etc., e.g., remove the
and make them into an ornament;
hospital and remove his tonsils
you can keep them
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28. Danger from people/thingsr/environment,/
animals/fantasy (excluding being eaten)

(a) People? ê.g. t people would step
on me; I would be pinned on the
board like a piece of paper

(b) Vehicles; e.gi., cars could run
over me

(c) Land animals or birds; e.9.,
vultures would, come and eat you

(d) Water animals ì ê.g. t you might
float like a boat in the sea and
get eaten by a shark

(e) Environment (natural) - get blown
up by lightning; you might slide
along the ground like a snake and
falI down a cliff

(f) Environment (man-made, excluding
vehicles); e.9., you'd be so tall
that youtd touch the electric wires
and die

29. Danger of vicÈim to the environment; ê.9.,
cars would crash

30. Used, as something else
(a) Taken to a factory, etc. and made

into something elseì e.g., I could
be taken to a pennlz machine and made
so round, I could be a penny

(b) used as stringì ê.g. t a rope, a ribbon
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JUST SUPPOSE A great fog were to fall all over the
earth and all we could see would be feet

1. Collisions with /or bet!'¡een
(a) 

Ï:iJåi"åfi:";"Èhings,
(b) People
(c) Animals
(d) Vegetation and environment

(natural)
(e) 

3ä:i':3ir""lå:itåifl"1:#å"ï"u
not, vehicles

(f) Vehicles

2 Interference with normal physiological functions
(a) Death, disease or general injury
(b) Vision, recognition, orientation

and position
(c) Eating anð,/or drinking (including

statement no food or drinks)
(d) Breathing - including hre'd cough,

youtd sneeze
(e) Communication
(f) Movement
(g) Body temperature and/or dryness

or wetness
(h) Cleanj.ng and dressing act,iviÈies

and going to the toilet
(i) Sleeping

3 Interference with normal or daily activities
(a) l{ork, school or church, business,

professiona1 activity
(b) Playing or sport, includes re-

. stricÈion; e.g.r lou could onlyo pl-y soccer
(c) Travelling
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3. CONTINUED

(d)
(e)
(f)

EnÈertainment ( including T\r)

llome, familial and friends
Oùherì è.g.¡ wouldnrt think much
of photos because you could only
see feet, canrt see the beauty
around us

4. Emotional Reaction
(a) Horror, panic, bored, scared, etc.
(b) Fun, wonder
(c) Anger
(d) Go insane
(e) Pray or wish or acceptance;

e.9., think up a d,emistl,ng,
Prayer

5 Destruction of or damage to
(a) The earth
(b) The weather and. light, etc.
(c) Environment (Natural) -

vegetat,ion and, nature
(d) Environment (I4an-made)

except vehicles (includes
houses and buildings)

(e) Vehicles cars, planes, eÈc.
(f) Animals
(g) People

6. Avoidance of collisions and accidents or the fog
(a) 

3:'il3",:?*3å"1"t 
workins' stav

(b) Going elsewhere - on land
(c) 

;:äï ;lç:::;i":;3r.i:F:ii;:"
¿ ( d) g:'Ï3 :*;i::'ir""åt air or sPace ; e 'e'
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6. CONTINUED

(e) Recognition of people by feet,
shoes, sock's, voice, etc.

(f) Use a torch or other light
(g) Use hor:ns, fog-horns
(h) Avoidance of using sharp objects
(i) oÈherl ê.g.t use radar

7. Attempt to get rid.,, of the fog by
(a) Waher /heat,/demister
(b) Professional help/use of machines

other Èhan (c)
(c) Blowing it awayi e.g., blow it away

with a fan; get a vacuum cleaner;
and vacuum clean the fog up.

(d) Fantasy means

Danger from (non-collision)
(a) EnvÍronment - natural; e.9.,

you míght fall into quicksand
(b) Environment - man-made; ê.9.,

fall into the swinuning pool;
fall into the toilet

(c) Peopleì ê.g.t in criminal activities
(d) Animals
(e) Space
(f) FanÈasy figures

9. Adaptation
(a) Use of feet for d,aily activities

(as foot-wear, etc.)
(b) Vtalk on your hands; 1ie on ground;

crawl; feel my way; etc.
(c) Invent fog-proof glasses, wear

face-mask
(,d) Adaptation in eating or drinking;

4 e.g. , eat vegetation, lrrorms, etc.
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9. CONTINUED

(e) Change furniture / ehange housing
or living arrangements
New machines
RaÍn-proof, fog-proof clothing
Ctimb out of the fog; e.9., climb
on a ladder out of the fog¡ build
a tree-house or a ladder-house; live
on a bean-stalk

(i) other; e.9., yoü'd have Èo get a
d,og Èo lead the way; wear bumper-bars

10. Fantasy-like consequences
(a) Fantasy (non-horror)
(b) Fantasy (horror) ì e.g., witches, monsters

11. Mix-up of relat,ionships
(a) Unintentional
(b) Intentional

L2. Benef it,s of Èhe situation
(a) For business
(b) Able to engage in bad, aggressive

or criminal activities
(c) litouldnrt have Èo workr 90 to school,

r¡rear clothes, able to sleep all day
(d) Avoidance of punishmenÈ, able to hide

from people, not look aÈ people
(e) Avoidance of catastrophes
(f) Affiliation benefits
(g) Facilitation of game and sports'

activities
(h) Stowaway - travel free
(i) Engage in sexual activity

13. Loss or possible loss of love and affectionî ê.g. tyou would have Èo have nice feet or could,n't get married.
4

L4. CreaÈion of earth as a differenË place, becoming a
different place or called a different placeì ê.g.t
CaIl the Earth the Land of Feet

(f)
(g)
(h)
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FLEXIBTLITY CATEGORIES

FOR USES OF OBJECTS

4
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FLEXIBILITY CÀTEGORIES FOR USES OF OBJECTS

Uses of a Barre1

I To store
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

or hold, things in
Fogd container
Beverage (non-alcoholic) container
Alcoholíc beverage container
Storage of other things
(excluding trash - see as a rubbish bin)

2

3

4

5

Container for a purposei ê.g.t to keep someÈhing
away from flies, to use as a refrigerator.
Used f'or maki.ng or manufacturing alcoholic beverages
in (distÍnguish from storing such beverages).

As a rubbish bin

As an incinerator or barbeque
(a) incinerator
(b) barbeque

6. As a cupboard or drawer or chest,.

7. Use as a bucket or other contai-ner to hold such
things as a basket or bag

(a) Used to catch water or d.rops of water
(b) Used Èo carry or transport water
(c) Used as a basket or bag

8. Used as a utensil for making food
(a) Used to mix or prepare foodì ê.g.t to

churn butter
(b) Used as a cooking pot

9. Used as a Household Object (indoors) excluding
those implemenÈs used for making food

4
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11. Used as part of sewing equipment; e.9., used
as a giant cotton reel

10.

L2.

13.

14.

15.

16.

18.

19.

Used, as a tool or implement outdoors, excludíng
those implements otherwise specified,. See for
e.9., bucket and. wheelbarrow.

Use as a wheelbarro$t

Use as a clothes basket

As somethÍng to wash things in
(a) lrlashing clothes
(b) lirashing dishes

To plug or block up or cover a hole

Use as furniture (excluding beds and bathroom
furniture

(a) Use as a seat or chair
(b) Use as a table or desk
(c) Use as a lampshade or other

lighting equipment furniture
(d) other

L7. Use as a shower or bath or changing room
(a) for humans
(b) for animals
(c) for fantasy figures

Use as a
(a)

(b)

(c)

Use as a
(a)
(b)

't
(c)

toilet
for humans

for animals
for fantasy figures

decoration
ind.oors functional
Indoors - non-functional; e.9., to
diminish space in a room
Outdoors; e.g. r âs a border around
a garden
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20.

2L.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

As a bed for animals

As a bed for humans or human-l.ike figures
(a) A bed. - as for ad,ults
(b) A cradle or pram

As a water trough or pond for animals

As a drinki.ng vessel for humans and fantasy figures
(a) Drinking vessel for humans
(b) Drinking vessel for fantasy figures

As a feeding trough for animals

Eating utensils for humans or fantasy figures
(a) EaÈing utensils for humans
(b) Eating utensils for fantasy figures

As an implement or piece of equipment for
fantasy figuresi ê.9. t a wiÈches' cauldron,
a school case for a giant

Use as a swimming pool
(a) For animals
(b) For humans
(c) For fantasy figures
(d) For insects

Use as an animal buildingr/shelter (excluding fish)
(a) Shelter for four-legged mammals
(b) Shelter for birds; e.9., a bird.'s cage
(c) Shelter for insects or rept,iles
(d) Shelter for invertebrates; e.g., rrorms
(e) Shelter for wat,er animals, such as

frogs but not used as an aquarium

Use as an aquarium (or fish-pond)

IJoe as a nest , for laying eggs
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31. Use as human building/shelter (excluding
play-houses and forts or other buildings)

(a) Human shelter
(b) Human shelter detailì ê.g. t a

window or a door
(c) other buildings; e.9., use as a tower
(d) Other building detail

32. Shelter for fantasy figures
(a) Shelter for fantasy figures
(b) Shelter for fanÈasy figures detail

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

Use as a prison; e.9., to lock people in

Cage to keep animals against their will

Use as a trap or snare or caÈcher
(a) For Humans

(b) For animals (excluding fish)
(c) Objects catch objects

Used, as a neti ê.9. r to catch fish

Animal equipment

Building
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)

(f)
(g)
(h)

materials
building materials for a house and
other buildings, or building deÈaiI
Building materials for bridges and
similar structures
Build.ing materials for houses of
fantasy figures
Building maÈerials for furniture
Building materials for toys or play
objects or sports equipmenÈ
Building material for spaceships
It{anufacture objects from the copper
Other
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39. As a marker or sign
(a). e marker on the ground
(b) A marker on wat,erì ê.g. t a float marker
(c) As a sign

40. Use as a weighÈ or anchor

41. Use as a wedgeî ê.g. ¡ to prevent cars from
rolling down the hill

42. Use as fuel or firewood

43. As a pot to grow vegetation or hold plants
(a) To grow vegetation
(b) 

ä:r::':"'å"i::: or Prants in;

44. As a letÈer box

45. As a bank or money-box or lottery box

46. As a means of clothing for humans

47. As a mask or a disguise (include responses
which staÈe to dress up and use as a dummy,
or to dress up, as in dressing up a durmny)

48. As a cover
(a) For furniture
(b) For plants
(c) For other objects

' (when response is "as a cover" mark 48c)

49.

50.

writing materials (íncluding pencil holders)

Drawing materials, including a drawing board
BUT, see also 51

(a) A drawing board
(b) Other drawing materials

4
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51. As a piece of art or sculpture, etc.
(a) As an object of art, sculpture

or carvr-ng
(b) As an object from which one can

paint on or sculpture or carve
something out of

52.

53.

54. For animals to perform on or with
(a) As a stage to perform on
(b) To use as an object with which

to perform an act or trick

As a musical instrument

As a st,age or object for performers (excluding
animals) .

(a) For acting or doing tricks
(b) Eor dancing
(c) For singin|
(d) As an object to en'tertain with;

e.g. r âs a puppeÈ or part of a
magician's act

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

Used as a teaching aide or school object

Used as a scíent,ific instrument (excluding
engineering and astronomy)

Used as an instrument in astronomy

Used as an instrument in engineering

Used as wrapping for a present

Used as a mould

.Abstractionì e.g. t to have laughs with

Use as a ladder or stand to increase
one's height

(a) As a ladder
(b) As a stand to increase one's

height,i e.9.r to look over a fence
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63. Use as a conversation pieceî ê.g.t to talk
about at. parties

64. Use as a weapon
(a) As a lreapon when subject

is the aggressor
(b) As a weapon when subject

is in defence
(c) As a weapon when the activity

is sport or a game, e.9., in
bullfights

(d) As an explosive

65. To drown things in
(a) to drown people in
(b) to drown animals in

66.

67.

68.

69. As a place to hide in or behind
(distinguish from hide 'n seek see Play)

(a) for animals
(b) for humans
(c) for fantasy figures

1o take out aggression on or with
(distinguish from weapon)

Use as a barricade or means of protection
or to enclose an area

(a) Use as a barricade or fort
(b) Use as a shield, or other similar

means of protection such as armour.
(c) Use to enclose or shut off an area such

as a fence

As an obstacleî ê.g.t to trip someone
or to stumble over

(a) As an obstacle to t,rip someone
(b) As an obstacle over which one stumbles

4
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70. As a secret meeting place
(a) For humans
(b) For animals
(c) For fantasy figures

7L. As a place to hide j-nanimate objects in;
e.9., for hiding treasures in

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

For carrying purposest i.e.r âs a transporter
or carrier

(a) For cair:fing objects
(b) For carrying people who are

alive and not sÈated as ill
Use as a hospital trolley
(Distinguish from 74)

Use as a casket or coffin
As machinery; ê.g., â steam roller or cement mixer

(a) As machinery
(b) As machinery detaili ê.9.r the

wheel of a steam roller
Transportation - for travelling on the ground

(a) Transportation on the ground
(b) Transportation detail on the ground

77. Transportation on the water includes any
means of floatation

(a) Transportation on water
(b) Transportation detail on water

78. Transportation in the air within the earth's
atmospherei e.g, r âs a glider

(a) Transport,ation in the air
(b) Transportation detail in the aír

79. !:ransportation in or through space
(includes all craft which are capable of

'travelling out of the earth's atmosphere)
(a) Transportation through space
(b) Transportation detail through space
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80. [Jse as a
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)

play or game object; i.e., as a toy
As a play object to play with or on
As a play object to play in; e.9.,
to play hide 'n' seek in (ixcludes
play-houses and to roll in)
As a play-house, cubby-house or tree-house
To ro11 in it
To ro11 or walk on it or on top of
(Distinguish this from just. rolling
the barrel down a.hill per se which
is classified. as 80 (a) )

Other

81. Use in sports (not, as a mere toy)
(a) Use as a hurd.Ie or jumping

stand for humans
(b) Use as a hurdle for animals
(c) Use as a diving board or other

water sport equipment
(d) Use in other sportsì ê.g.t as a

hockey sÈick or a cricket-bat or ball
(e) Otherl ê.g.t as a target

82. MISCELL.ANEOUS - Nr¡mber each of these responses
as 82(a) and. 82(b), etc. and list each of them
below

83. To sell, export or import; e.g. to sell
them to markets

84. To disperse of or throw away or stack on
top of each otherì ê.9.t to be thrown in the rubbish

85. As a place to hide humans or animals
in (dead or alive)

(a) humans
(b) animals

86. Use it as a means of crossing over or
through something

(a) a bridge
(b) a tunnel
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87. For gamblíng purposes,. e.9., for drawing out
lottery tickets, for spinning tickets in
jackpots, lucky dip.

88. Clothing for an animal; e.g. , f.or a hippo's
girdle

4
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FLEXIBTLITY CÀTEGORIES FOR USES OF OBJECTS

Uses of a Brick

1. Building purposes
(a) Building a house and other buildings
(b) tsuilding - building detail includes

foundationsi ê.9.r to bury it
(c) Building - animal shelters
(d) Animal shelter detail
(e) Building structures for fantasy figures
(f) Building furniture
(g) Building play objects or sport equipment
(h) Building of vehicles
(í) Building of bridges and similar structures
( j ) other

Use as a weapon
(a) As a weapon against humans when subject

is the aggressor
(b)

2

't

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)
(j)

As a hreapon against humans when subject
is in defense
As a weapon against animals when subject
is the aggressor
As a weapon against animals when subject
is in defense
As a weapon against monsters or fantasy
figures when subjecÈ is aggressor
As a weapon against monsters or fantasy
figures when subject is in defense
As a !úeapon against object; e.9., to
break a window, Èo put dents into cars
As a weapon when the activity is
sport or a game

As an explosive
Other
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3.

4

To take out aggression on or with
(a) lilhere the aggressor is directing

Èhe action out - includes overt
aggression against someone else
where brick isn't used as a !ileapon

(b) I{here the aggression is directed in
As a step or as a stand,

(a) As a stepi ê.9.t to stand on, to
mounË a horse with, to climb onto
something to see

(b) As a standì ê.g. t to increase
one's height; e.9., to look over
a fence

As a piece of ind,oor furniture or furnit,ure
detail for humans

(a) Use as a seat or chair
(b) Use as a table, d,esk or shelf
(c) As a stand
(d) As a kneeling pad or footstool
(e) As beddingr e.g. r ês a head-rest

. or a pillow
(f) As a washbench
(g ) other

OuÈd.oor furniture
(a) As a stand
(b) As a doormat
(c) Other

As a piece of furníture for animals
(a) As a seat
(b) As a stand; e.9., to buíld a nest, on
(c) As a bed
(d) Play object or decorat,ive object;

e.9., for fish, put a brick in the bowl
o (") other

5

6

7
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8. As a weight or anchor (or sinker)
(a) Vteight on objectsì ê.9.t paper weight
(b) lileight on humans
(c) Anchor or sinker
(d) As a d,isplacement mechanism

9. As a wedgei ê.g. t to prevenÈ cars from rolling
down hills

10. As a support.- to ho.ld things up or hold things
togetheri ê.g. r as a holderr ês a bookend

11. For play equiprnent (but see 32)
(a) As a play objecti ê.g.t as a toy

(includes use as pacifier)
(b) Used to facilit,ate a game or play;

e.9., for a seesarú; as a slide down
the fooÈpaÈh

(c) To throw (no explicit aggression stated)

L2. For sports equipment
(a) In swimming sports
(b) As weights
(c) For the martial arts
(d) Ball games

(e) As a target
(f) As a hurd,le or junp
(g) other

13. As a kítchen utensil
(a) Used to prepare food.
(b) Used to cook food
(c) Implement for crushing foodì ê.g.t

crushing walnuts, squashing food
(d) As a cooking or food board or chopping

board; e.9., Èo grind wheat on; to
i Eurn out butter

(e) As an eating uténsil
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L4. As a border of a garden, etc., or
making a path

(a) Border
(b) A Path

15. As an object to buy or sell or borrow, etc.i
e.9., to make money ouÈ of them

16. As an animal shelter
(a) For animals
(b) For bird,s; ê.g., to make a birdrs nest,
(c) For insects ì è.9. t an antrs nest;

for an ant farm
(d) For reptiles

L7. As a trap or snare
(a) For humansi e.9., make a booby

trap on the door
(b) Eor animals

18. As a marker or sign
(a) A marker on the ground
(b) A marker on water or in the water
(e) .As a sign

19. As an object to eat

20. lilriting materials or place on which Èo write
(a) Writing material
(b) Place on which to writeì ê.g. t a tablet

2L. Art, pottery, scuLpture or drawing materials,
including a drawing board (But see also 221

(a) A drawing board or art board
(b) Other art materialsì e.9., a tablet,

to mix paints uponi use as chalk to
draw with, etc.'
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22. As a piece of art or sculpture
(a) As an object of arÈ, sculpture

or carvi.g; e.g. r ês a model
(b) As an object from which one can

paint on or wÍth or as sculpÈure
or carve something out of

23. 1o beat or make sounds
(a) To make noises with
(b) Use as a musical instrument

24. As a platform on which one can perform
(exclud,ing animals) or as an object one
can perform with

(a) For acting on, as doing tricks on
(b) For dancing
(c) For singing
(il) For performing featsì è.g.t

balancing act
(e) An object to entertain with
(f) An object wiÈh which one can

display a skil1 ì è.g.t balancing
a brick on one's head

25. As a stage or platform on which animals
perform or an object with which animals

(a) As a sÈage to perform on
(b) Use as an object with which

Èo perform añ act or trick
(c) To use as a race-track; ê.g.,

for racing snails on

26. As a barricade or means of protection
r (a) Use as a barricade or fort

(b) Use as a shield, or other similar
means of protection, such as armour

ormrf
can
can Pe

4
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27. As an incinerator or barbeque
(a) As an ineinerator; e.g., use the

holes to put fire-crackers in,
or make a fireplace

(b) As a barbeque

28. To plug or block or fill-up or cover up
a hole or space

(a) Plug or cover up a hole or space
(b) To plug or block or fill up

a hole or space

29. Use as a tool or implement; e.g. r âs a hammer,
rammer, ¿ìxe, pipe (if brick is hollow) , torch
or for measurementi ê.9. r as a rule; or to
smash a window in the car if you want some
fresh air

30. Furniture or furniture detail for play objects
(a) Table
(b) Chair
(c) Bed
(d) House
(e) other

31. Fantasy uses or for fantasy figures
(a) Furniture
(b) Food
(c) Equipment
(d) Transportation
(e) To perform magic on
(f) other

32., Use for transportation '- includes transportation detail
(a) Transportatíon on the ground -

includes transportation detailr e.g. wheels
(b) Traisportation on the water - includes

,, Eransportation detail
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32. CONTTNUED

(c)

33.

34.

35.

36.

39.

Transportation in the air
includ,es transportation detaíI

(d) Transportation in or through space
includes transportation detail

Use as a piece of machinery; ê.9.,
Èo flatten out Ëhe soil

(a) Use as machinery
(b) As machinery detail

As a present

As clothing¡ ê.9. t as shoes or as a napkin

Use as a means of crossing over or through'something
(a) À bridge
(b) A ramp
(c) A tunnel

37. Use of the hole as a container
(a) !{ater; e.9., water Èrough for animals
(b) Food
(c) objects
(d) IIoId or grow vegetation

As a hiding placei ê.g. r to hide something
under; e.g., money

38

Cleaning or washing equipment; ê.g.,
scrubbing board, broom

40. Heati.ng equipment; e.g. r âs a hot water
bottle, thermometer

41. Use of the constituents of the brick; ê.g.,
as building materials; to make paint; to crush
and use for pebblest Èo crush and make cementi
to metl and, make clay models

4
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42. As a decoration
(a) fndoors
(b) Outdoors
(c) ChrÍstmas or other fesÈiva1 decoration
(d) other

43. As a means of transportation or carrying
(excluding humans)

(a) carry objects
(b) animals or insects or invertebraÈes;

e.9., to carry vrorms around.

44.

45.

As a spy-hole

Abstractionî è.9.t my friend swims like a brick

¡\

4
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FLEXIBILITY CATEGORIES F'OR USES OF OBJECTS

Uses of a Blanket

I To cover or $rrap
(a) Things - undifferentiated
(b) People
(c) Animalsì è.9.t horse blanket,

covers horses at night
(d) Furniture
(e) Dolls or other play objects
(f) Cars, boats or other vehicles
(g) Foot; e.9., to cover foot to keep

the flies off¡ to cover food you
don't want, to have cold.

(h) otheri ê.g.r to wrap a present;
to cover a plant Èo protect it

2. Smother or start fires
(a) To put out fire
(b) To wrap around someone to stop

them burning or protect them from fire
(c) To start a fire with iÈ (include

to burn it)
3. Fire/Smoke Signals

4 Clothing and clothing accessories
(a) People (adult,s and children)
(b) Babiesì è.9.t an overgror,t¡n nappy
(c) Animals
(d) Dolls
(e) For fantasy figures or make-believe figures
(f) Clothing accessories î è.9. t handkerchief ,

wig, r¡mbrella, fan to keep you cool

Ma5ks and./or disguises5
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6. Carpet, mat, rug
(a) Mat or carpet, (floor covering)
(b) Rug; e.9., Èo siÈ on at a picnic
(c) Platforrr on which humans perform
(d) Platform on whicÏ¡ animals perform
(e) Platform on which fantasy figures perform

Build.ings (including building or making
buildings) for humans

(a) Houses and other buildings
(b) Play house, cubby-house, forts,

secret hide-outs
(c) Tent
(d) House partsì ê.g.t wall, roof

8. Trap or snare or net
(a) Humansì ê.g.t to hold a person captive in
(b) Animalsì ê.g. t to catch a bird,

caÈcher; catch wild parrots
(c) Fish a fishing net

9. Play Object
(a) To play with (includes responses such

as run with iÈ, etc., throw it, throw
it off the c1iff, jump on it, ro11 in
it, let it blow out of a car door

(b) Use for drawing or writing; (to draw
or write on it, use it as a blackboard)

(c) Transport - play carsi as a boat,; to
have rides on it, to slide orr to make
a plan or a submarine out of it,

(d) Being a ghost or monster (non-aggressive)
(e) To play make-beIíef ì ê.g.t king, Queen,etc; Pretend you are Superman
(f) Use as a board -- part of a gameì ê.g.t

Tr¿ister, darts
(g) Use as a sling to throw something' (Non-,aggressive )

I

I
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9 CONTINUED

(h) Transportat,ion - or to throw
child,ren up in the air in play;
to swing on it

(i) Use in sport-like activitiesi ê.9. r
as a wickett to make out yourre a
buIl-fighter wiËh it

(j) For blindman's bluff or similar g¿rme

(k) Other; e.g.r ãs a kite or balloon
10. To store, carry or hide things in or under

(a) To store thíngs in (includes
food) container

(b) To hide things in or under
(c) To carry things - basket, knapsack,

case, etc.;. to carry food or water
in; to shift, sand

11. As a hiding place for humans and animals
(a) Hunans
(b) Animals

L2.

13.

L4.

As a . curtain, drape, wall or d,oor hanging
or screen, etc.

(a) Gurtain, blind, sun-shade, tight-shade, etc.
(b) lilall hanging or d.oor hanging
(c) A screen (e.g.r-background for a picture)

Bathroomr/kitchen or bed linen, etc.
For humans and animals

(a) Wash-flannel, bath towel, kitchen
towel

(b) Tablecloth, napkin, cooking cloÈh, etc.
(c) Rags, d.usters
(d) Bedding (includes cushion, pillow,

maÈtress; use as a sleeping bag

Oþject to buy, sel1, eÈc. or to give as a present
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15. Animal shelter, animal bedding, play
object for anímal

(a) .Anima1 shelter; e.g., a bird.rs nest
(b) Animal bedding
(c) Play object

16. Sewing material, etc.
(a) Sewing material to sew, to sew

holes up, Èo make things with it;
to use the threads to sew with

(b) Knitting materíal use the wool
to knit with

(c) Embroid.ery material to embroider
(d) As stuffingì' e.g.¡ stuffing for apillow; stuffing for a teddy bear

L7. Fantasy uses as a magic or flying carpet;
e.9., to fly around the world on it; to fly
to Mars on

18. As a pacifier
(a) For self - to carry with you, to

cud.dle, to suck, Èo chew
(b) For others to comfort people with;for cud,dling people
(c) For animals for dogs to chew on

19. As a weapon
(a) As a weapon against humans when

subject is the aggressor
(b) As a weapon against humans when

subject is in defence
(c) As a weapon againsÈ animals when

subject is the aggressor
(d) As a weapon against. animals when

subject is in defence

(e) As a weapon against monsters or
4 f,antasy figures when subject is

aggressor
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19. CONTINUED

(f) As a weapon against monsters or
fantasy figures when subject is
in defence

(g) As a vreapon against objects
(h) other

20. To take out aggression on or with
(a) Irlhen the aggression is outer-directed
(b) lilhen the aggression is inner-directed;

e.g. , Eo corunÍt suicide with

2L. As an object for cleaning or to clean with;
e.g., use for the head of a mop

22.

23. Flags, signs and symbols; decoration
(a) Flags
(b) Signs and symbols
(c) Decorate; decoration
(d) Scarecrow and other symbolic figures

24. Furniture (excluding carpets, mats and rugs)
(a) Hammock

(b) Deck-chair, sea,t,

(c) Other

25. Medical equipment
(a) Bandages
(b) Stretcher
(c) Coffin

26. To plug or block something up; ê.g. ¡
use as a cork

27. As a tool, implement or instrument;
e,,.g., use. it as a ruler to measure with

Sailing equipment; e.9., sails of a boat
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28. As a rope (exclud,íng when ít I s being used
as a weapon); e.9., to get out of a high
build,íng, to cross a riiverr âe a bridge

29.

30.

To make a cloud of dust

Abstractioni e.g.t meaníng a layer of things;
ê.g., a layer of grassì ê.9.t to get old with

31. As a parachute

4
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FLEXIBILITY CATEGORIES FOR THE NON-VERBAI
TESTS (PATTERNS AND TNKBLOTS/SHADOWS)

I
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I

2

3.

Flexibility Categories for F1exibiJ-ity f
and Flexibitrity If

For Patte'rn:s: ,and jlnkblots, ,

ABSTRACT OR ABSTRACTION; e.9., forces, dreams,
fantasy, moods, emoÈÍons.

ANATOMY (Human. or Ãnimal) includes X-ray.s and
Skeletons.

(a) Anatomy (Human or Animal) É

includes X-rays and Skeletons
(b) Pathology

AIIIMAL
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

(i)
( j )

(k)

Animal (alone)
Anima1 with elaboration (includ,es
animals stated in a certain positLon)
Animal with orthodox rnovement
Animal with elaboration and. ortho-
dox movement
Animal plus shadow

Animal plus shadow with elaboration
Animal plus shadow wiÈh movement,

Animal plus shadow with elaboration
and movement

Mob behavior
Animals stumbling, tri¡rpingr o! falling
Animals stumbling, tripping or falling
with elaboration

4. ANT¡{AL AS VTCTTM

,, (a) Animal as victim (alone)
(b) Animal as victim with elaboration

(includes animals stated in a certain
position)
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(c)
(d)

ANIM.âLS ESC.APING

(a) Animals escaping
(b) Animals escaping
(c) Animals escaping
(d) Animals escaping

and elaboration

Arrimal as victim with movement,

Animal as victim with movement
and elaboration

5 ANIMAL DETA,IL

(a) Animal detail (alone)
(b) Anima1 d,etail with elaboration

(includes restr)onses whích involve
a certain position

(c) Animal detail with movement
(d) Ar¡imal detail with elaboration

and movement

(alone)
with elaboration
wiÈh other movement

with other movement

1 ANIMALS EXPRESSING EMOTION

(a) Animals expressing'emotion
(b) Animals expressing emotion

elaboration
(c) Animals expressing emotion

movement
(d) Animals expressing emotion

movement and elaboration

(alone)
with

with

with

8. ANT¡{AL HOMES OR ANIMAL SHELTERS

(a) Animal homes or animal, shelÈers (alone)
(b) Animal homes or animal shelters with

elaboration ù

9. AÀITMALS IN AGGRESSIVE ACTTON OR TN AGGRESSIVE SITUATTON
(a) Animals.in aggressive action or in

aggressive situation (alone)
r (b) Animals. in aggressive action or in

aggressive situation with elaboraÈion
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10. ANIMALS PERFORIUING IN UNORTHODOX MO\/EMENT
OR SITUATIONS

(a) Animals performing (alone)
(b) Animals performing with elaboration
(c) Ani.ma1s in unorthodox movenent or

situations (alone)
(d) Animals in unorthodox movement or

siÈuations with elaboration
11. ARCHITECTURE

(a) Architecture (alone)

(b) .Èrchitecture with elaboration

L2. ART, DESTGN ArüD SCULPTURE

(a) A1phabet, Numbers, Geometrical
figures and Shapes (alone)
includes the response "A shadow"

(b) Alphabet,, Nr¡mbers, Geometrical figures
and Shapes wíth elaboraÈion

(c) Art and, Sculpture (alone)
(d) Art and Sculpture with elaboration

, (e) Decorations, Pottery or !ìloodwork
(alone) includes trophies

(f) Decorations, Pottery or Wooáwork
with elaboration

13. ASTRONOI4Y

14.

(a) Astronomy (alone)
(b) AsÈronomy with elaboration
(c) Astronomy with nrovement
(d) Astronomy with movement and elaborat.ion

BOTANY (rncludes all plants)
(a) Botany (alone)

n (b) Botany with elaboration
includes plants in a certain position
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15.

14 . BOTANY (Contrd,. )

(c) Botany with movement
(d) BoÈany with movement and

elaborat,ion
(e) Botany or Plants in aggressive

situation or with ascribed
aggressive characterist,ics

(f) Botany or Plants in conflict
with nature

(g) Botany in connection with
some festivity

BUILDINGS AlüD STRUCTURES (Absence of any
implied or stated design in the response)

(a) Building and Structures (alone)
(b) Building and Structures with

elaboration
(c) BuÍldings and Structures with

movement
(d) Buildings and Structures with

movement and elaboration

16. BUILDING MATERTATS

(a) Building materials (alone)
(b) Building materials wiÈh

elaboration
(c) Building materials with

movement

. (d) Building materials with
movement and elaboration

L7. CARTCATURES

(a) Caricatures
(b) Caricatures
(c) Caricatures
(ct) Caricatures

r elaborat,ion

(alone)
with elaboration
with movement

with rn¡vement and
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18. CARTOGR^APHY, CHARTS AND PLANS

(a) Cartography, Charts and
Plans (alone)

(b) Cartography, Charts and
Plans wittr elaboration

19.

2L.

CARTOONS

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Cartoons (alone)
Cartoons with elaboration
Cartoons with movement

Cartoons with movement and
elaboration

20. cLoTHrNc AND/OR CLOTH

(a) Clothing anð,/or cloth (alone)
(b) Clothing and,/or cloth with

elaboration
(c)-Clothing and/or cloth with

movement
(d) Clothing and,/or cloth with

movement, and, elaboration
(e) Damaged clothing
(f) Camouflage or Disguises
(g) Masks
(h) Personal objects or accessories
(i) Personal objects or accessories

with elaboration
(j ) Portable protective apparel
(k) Portable protective apparel

with elaboration
ù

CLOT'DS AT{D SMOKE

(a) Clouds (alone)
(b) Clouds with elaboration'
(c) Clouds with movement

o (a) Clouds with movement and,
elaborat,ion
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2L.

22.

CLOUDS AND SIìIOKE (Cont'd.)
(e) Smoke (alone)
(f) Smoke wittr elaboration
(g) Smoke with rnovement
(h) Smoke with movement and

elaboration

COLLISIONS AND ACCIDENTS
(a) Collisions and./or accidents

in the air (alone)
(b) Collisions and/or accidents

in the air wiÈh elaboration
(c) CollisÍons and,/or accidents

in the air with stated movenient
(d) Collisions and/or accidents in

the air wiÈh stated movements
and elaboration

(e) Collisons and/or accidents
- in space (alone)
(f) Collisions and./or accidents

in space with elaboration
(g) Collisions and/or accidents

ín space with stated npvement
(h) Collisions and,,/or accident,s

in space wÍth stated movement
and elaboration

(i) Collisions and/or accidents
on a body of water (alone)

( j ) Collisions and/or accid,ents
on a body of water with elaborat,ion

(k) Collisions anð,/or accidents
on a body of water with stated movement

(1) Co1lÍsions and/or accidents
on a body of water with stated
movement and elaboration

(m) Collisions anð,/or accidents on
the ground (alone)

4
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22. COLLISIONS AND ACCIDENTS (Contrd. )

(n) Cotrlisions and,/or accidents
on the ground with elaboration

(o) Collisions and,/or accident,s
on Èhe ground with st,ated movement

(p) Collisions and/or accidents
on the ground with stated
movement and eLaboration

23. CONTAINERS -- e.9., bag, barrel, box, bucket,
can, cage, hat box, jug, etc.-

(a) Containers of animate objects
(b) Containers of inanimate objects

24. DANCERS (ANTMAL AtrD/OR HttMAN)

(a) Animal Dancers (alone)
(b) .ã.nimal Dancers with elaboration
(c) Animal Dancers wiËh stated movements
(it) Anima1 Dancers with stated

movements and elaboration
(e) Human Dancers (alone.)
(f) Human Dancers with elaboration
(g) Human Dancers with stated movements
(h) Human Dancers with st,ated movements

and elaboration

25. DEATH AND/OR DyrNc (AÀrrr4ALS AND/OR TTUMANS)

(a) Dead or dying animal (alone)
(b) Dead or dying ani^ural with elaborätion
(c) Dead or dying animal- with movemenÈ
(d) Dead or dying animal with

movement and elaboration
(e) Dead or dying animal dejt,ail (alone)
(f) Dead or d,ying animal detail with

elaboration

o (g) oead or dying animal detail
with movement
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25.

26.

27.

DEATH AÀID/OR DYTNG (ANIMALS AND/OR IIUMANS) (CONI'd,. )

(h) Dead. or dying animal detail
with movement and elaboration

(i) Dead or dying hurnan (alone)
(j ) Dead or dying human with

elaboration
(k) Dead or d.ying human with

movement
(1) Dead or dying human with

rþventent and elaboration
(n) Dead or dying human d,etail (alone)
(n) Dead or d,ying human detail

with elaboration
(o) Dead or dying hrrman detail

with movement
(p) Dead or d,ying human detail

with movement and elaboration

DEAD OR DAMAGED OBJECTS (INCLUDTNG
DE.AD OR DA¡4AGED PI"ANTS)

(a) Dead or damaged objects
(exeluding plants)

(b) Dead or damaged plants

DEFOR!{ED ANTMALS

(a) Deformed animals (alone)
(b) Deformed, animals with elaboration
(c) Deformed animals with movement
(d) Deformed animals with

movement and elaboration
(e) Deformed animal in aggressive

situation or action
(f) Deformed animal expressing

emotion
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28..

29.

30.

DEFORMED ANIII,IAL DETAIL
(a) Deformed animal detail (alonel
(b) Deformed animal detail

wiÈh efaboration
(c) Deformed animaL detail

with movement
(d) Deformed animal detail

with mo\¡ement and efaboration
(e) Deformed ani¡nal detail in

aggressive situation or action
(f) Deformed, anímal detaÍl

exptressing emotion

DEFORITIED HT'MANS

(a) Deformed Hurnans (alone)
- (b) Deformed Humans with efaboration

(c) Deformed Humans with movement
(d) Deforrned Humans with movement

and elaboration
(e) Deformed, human in aggressive

situation or action
(f) Deformed human expressing emoÈion

DEFORMED HUMAN DETATL

(a) Deformed Human Detail (alone)
(b) Deformed Hr¡man Detail

with elaboration
(c) Deformed Human Detail

with movement
(d) Deformed Human DetaiL

with movement and elaboration
(e)

(f)

Deformed. Human Detail in
aggressive situation or action
Deformed Human Detail expressing
emotion

4
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31. ENTERTAINMENT (The perfoçmance and not the per-
former ( s ) : bállet,, opera, television-n performance,
cinema performance, circus, etc.

(a) Enlertainment - to do with
the stage or screen

(b) Entertainment - other

32. ENTERTAIN¡,IENT EQUIPMENT (Except for reading and music)
(a) Entertainment equipment

(except for reading and music)
(b) Entertainment equipmenÈ

(except for reading and music)
with elaboration

33. EQUIPMENT FOR ANIMALS (including Animal
Equipment detail)

34.

35.

36.

37.

EROTTCA

EXPLOSIONS AND/OR DESTRUCTION BY BOMBS, FIRE, ETC.
(a) Explosions (alone)
(b) Explosions with elaboration
(c) Explosions with movement
(d) Explosions with movement

and elaboration

FTRE AÀTD/OR

(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

LTGHTNING

Fire and,/or LightnÍng (alone)
Fire and/or Lightning with
elaboration
Fire and./or Lightning with
movemenÈ

Fire and/or Lightning with
movement and elaboration

FOOD AND BEVER.AGES

(a) Food and Beverages
(b) F'ood and Beverages

r (c) Food and, Beverages
(d) Food and Beverages

and elaboration

(alone)
with elaboration
with movement

with movement
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38.

39.

FOOTPRINTS

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

(i)
( j )

(k)
(1)

.Animal Footprints (alone)
Aninal Footprints with elaboration
Animal Footprints with movement

Anima1 Footprints with movement
and elaboration
Human Footprints (alone)
Human Footprints with elaboration
Human Footprints with movement

Human Footprints with movement
and elaboration
Monster FootprÍnts (alone)
Monster Footprints with elaboration
Ivlonster Footprints with movement

Monster Footprints with movement
and, elaboration

HUMAN BEINGT'HUMAN FORM - includes persons and
specific or named persons, such as John Blow, my
sister, Ry mother, etc. In addition' resPonses,
such as a stick man are included here and are not
part of a new category. These rules apP1y unless
another category is specified. See for e.9.,
Religious figures and Royalty)

(a) Human Being (alone)
(b) Human wiÈh elaboration
(c) Human with movement
(d) Human with movement and
' elaboration
(e) Human holding animal
(f) Human in described or inplied cJ-ottring
(g) Human in d.escribed or inplied

clothing with elaboration
(h) Human in described or implÍed

clothing with movement
t (i) Human in described or implied

clothing with movement and elaboration
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39. HUMAN BEING,
(j)
(k)

(1)

(m)

HUMAN FORII (Cont'd. )

Human plus shadow
Human plus shadow
with elaboration
Human plus shadow
with movement

Human plus shadow with
movement and. elaboration

(n) Human stumbling, tripping
or falling

(o) Human stumbling, tripping
or falling wiÈh elaboration

(p) Human praying, pleading
or preaching

(q) Human praying, pleading or
preaching with elaboration

(r) Human reclining
(s) Human reclining with elaboration
(t) Human Èalking
(u) Human talking with elaboration
(v) Mob Behaviour
(w) Mob Behaviour with elaboration

HUMAN AS VICTIM
(a) Human as victim (alone)
(b) Human as Victim with elaboration
(c) Human as Victím with movement
(d) Human as victim with

movement and elaborat,ion

HUMAN DETATL

(a) Human detail (alone)
(b) Human detail with elaboration
(c) Human detail with movement
(d) Human detail with movement

,t a,nd elaboration

40.

41.
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43.

42.

46.

44. HUMAN TN AGGRESSIVE ACTION OR IN AGGRESSIVE SITUATION
(a) Human in aggressive action or

in aggressive situaÈion
(b) Human in aggressive action or in

aggressive situation with elaboration
(c) Human defend.ing himself
(d) Human d,efending himself with elaboration

45. HUMAN PERFORMING (other than dancing)
(a) lluman performíng (alone)
(b) Human performing wittr elaboration

HUMAN ESCAPTNG

(a) Human escaping (alone)
(b) Human escaping wiÈh elaboration
(c) lluman escaping with other movement
(d) Human escaping with other

movement and elaboration

HUITIAN EXPRESSING EI{OTION
(a) Human e:q)ressing emotion (alone)
(b) Human expressing emotion wíth

elaboration
(c) Human expressing emotion

with movement
(d) Human expressing emotion with

movement and elaboration

HI'MAN !{ITH ASCRÍBED PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS
(a) Human with ascribed personality

characteristics (alone)
(b) Human wiÈh ascribed personality

characteristics with elaboration
(c) Iluman with ascribed personality

characteristics with movement
(d) Human with ascribed personatity

,, characteristics with movement
and elaboration
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47.

48.

49.

HT'MAN WITH ASCRIBED RACIAL CIIAR,ACTERISTICS
(a) Human with ascribed. racial' characteristics (alone)
(b) Human with ascribed. racial

characteristics with elaboration
(c) Human with ascribed racial

characteristics with movement
(d) Hrxnan with ascribed racial

characterisÈics with movement
and elaboration

HUTII.AN VüITH STATED INTENTION
.(a) Human with stated
(b) Human with stated.

with elaboration
(c) Human with stated

with movement
(d) Human with stated

with movement and

intention
intention

intention

intention
elaboratíon

IMPLEMENTS AND TOOLS

(a) Implements and Tools (alone)
(b) Implements and Tools with elaboration
(c) Implements and Tools with movement
(d) fmplements and Tools with

movement and elaboration

50. INSECTS

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Insects (alone
Insects with elaboration
Insects with movement

Insects with movement,
and elaboration

4
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51.

52.

TNTERIOR HOUSEHOLD OBJECTS (rncluding furniture)
(a) Interior Household Objects (alone)

(excluding furniture)
(b) Interior Household, Object,s with

elaboration (excluding furniture)
(c) Furniture
(d) Furniture wiÈt¡ elaboraÈion

INVENTIONS

(a) Inventions (alone)
(b) Inventions with elaborat,ion

53. I,ANDSCAPE

(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

AERIAL VIEW OF LANDSCAPE

Aería1 View of Landscape
Aerial View of Landscape
with elaboration
Aerial View of Land,scape
with movement

Aerial View of Landscape
with movement and elaborat,ion

GEOLOGICAL

Landscape (geological)
Landscape geological with elaboraÈion
Landscape geological with movement

Landscape geological with
movement and. elaboration

¡/lAN-MADE

Landscape (man-made)

Landscape man-made with elaboration
Landscape man-made with movement

Landscape man-made with
movemenÈ and elaboration

54. T.ANDSCAPE -
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

*ot"*T"'
(b)
(c)
(d)

56. I,ANDSCAPE - NATURAL-NATURE

, (a) Landscape Natural
(b) Landscape Natural with elaboration
(c) Landscape - Natural with movement
(d) Landscape Natural with

movement and. elaboration
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57; LANDSCAPE. .
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

58. I,ANDSCAPE -
(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

REFLECTIONS

Reflections
Reflections wíth elaboration
Reflections with movement

Reflections with movement
and, elaboration

VIEWING SOMETHING

Viewing something
Viewing something
with elaboration
Viewing something
with movement

Viewing something
with movement and

ABOVE YOU

above you
above you

above you

above you
elaboration

59. LIGHTS, ILITUMINATION AND LIGHTTNG EQUIPMENT

(a) Lights and rllumination
(b) Lights and rllumination with elaborai,ion
(c) Lights and lllumination with movement
(d) Lights and lllumination with

movement and elahoration
(e) Lighting Equipment
(f) Lighting Equipment with elaboration

60. MACHINES AND MACHINERY

(a) Machines and Machinery
(b) Machines and Machinery with elaboration
(c) Machines and Machinery wiÈh movement
(d) l,tachines and, Machinery with

movement and elaboration

61. MEASURING DEVICES

(a) Measuring devices
(b) Measuring d,evices with elaboration

¿ (c) Measuring d,evices with movement
(d) Measuring devices with

movement and elaboration
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62. MISCELL,ANEOUS. (Each response ín this category
is to be listed separately, as 62(al , 62(b) , 62(cl,
62 (d) , etc. )

63. MONSTERS

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Monsters
Monsters with elaboration
Monsters with movement
Monsters wiÈh movement
and elaboration

64. MONSTER DETAIL
(a) Monster detail
(b) Monster detail with elaboration
(c) Monster detail witt¡ movement
(d) Monster d,etail with

movement and elaboration
65. MONSTER EXPRESSTNG EMOTION

(a) Monster expressing emotion
(b) Monster expressing emotíon

wiùtr elaboration
(c) Monster expressing emoÈion

with movement
(d) Monster expressing emotion

with movement and elaboration
66. ¡4ONSTER IN AGGRESSIVE ACTION OR IN AGGRESSTVE SITUATION

(a) ivfonster in aggressive action or
in aggressive situation

(b) Itfonster in aggressive action or
in aggressive situation with
elaboration

67. MUSICAJ, INSTRUMENTS

(a) ltusical instruments
(b) Musical instruments with elaboration

n (c) Musical instruments with movement

, (d) Musical instruments with
movement and elaboration
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MYTHOLOGICAÍ,' FAÀITASY OR FICTIONAI¡ CHARÀCTERS

(a) MyÈhological, fantasy or
fictional characters

(b) Mythological, fantasy or fictional
characters wittr elaboration

(c) Mythological, fantasy or fictional
characters with movement

(d) Mytltological, fantasy or f ictional
characters with movemenÈ and
elaboration.

69. r{vTHoLoGIC.A¡, FAI{TASY OR FICTIONAL CHARACTER DETAIL
(a) Mythological, fantasy or fictional

character detail
(b) Mythological, fantasy or fictional

character detail with elaboration
(c) Mythological, fantasy or fictional

character detail with movement
(d) Mythological, fantasy or fictional

character detail with movement
and elaboration

70. I{YTHOLOGICAL OR FANTASY OB.]ECTS

(a) Mythologícal or fantasy objects
(b) Mythological or fanÈasy objects

with elaboration

68.

7L.

72.

OUTSIDE TIOUSEHOLD OBJECTS

(a) Outside Household Objects
(b) Outside Household Objects with elaboration

RECREATION ACTI TY (i.e., sports and other recreation
not pertaining to toys)

(a) Sports or games activity
(b) Sports or game activity with elaboration
(c) Recreation, such as camping activity
(d) Recreation, such as camping

4 activity with elaboration
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73. RECREATION IN PLAY ACTMTY (activity pertaining
.to toys, etc.)

(a) Play activity
(b) PIay activity with elaboration

74. RECREA,TION EQUIPI4ENT (i.e., equipment pertaining
to sports, games and other recreation excluding toys)

(a) Sports or games equipment
(b) Sports or games equipment with elaboration
(c) Other recreational equiprnent, such as

camping or fishing equipment,
(d) OÈher recreational equipment, such as

camping or fishing equipment with
elaboration

75. RECREATIONAL - PLAY EQUIPMENT (i.e., equipment
pertaining to toys)

(a) Play equiprnent; i.e., equipment
perÈaining to toys

(b) Play equipment with elaboration
(c) PIay equipment detail
(d) Play equipment detail with elaboraÈion

76. RELIGIOUS AND SUPERNATUR.LL FIGURES

(a) Religious and Supernatural Figures
(b) Religious and Supernatural Figures

wich- elaboration
(c) Religious and Supernatural Figures

with movement and elaboration

77. RELIGIOUS AND SUPERNATURAL FTGURES EXPRESSTNG EMOTION

(a) Religious and SupernaÈura1 Figures
expressing emotion

(b) Religious and Supernatural Figures
expressing emotion wiÈh elaboration

(c) Religious and Supernatural Figrures
expressing emotion wiÈh movement

' (U) Religious and Supernatural Figures
expressing emotion with movement
and elaboration
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79.

80.

81.

78. RELTGIOUS AND SUPERNAÎURÀL FIGURES IN AGGRESSIVE
ACTION OR IN AGGRESSTVE STTUATION

(a) Religious and Supernatural Figures
in aggressive action or in aggressive
situation

(b) Relgious and Superr\aÈural Figures
in aggressive acÈion or in aggressive
situation with elaboration

RELIGfOUS OR SUPERNATURAL OB'JECTS (e.9., tombstones)
' (a) Religious or Súpernatural Objects

(b) Religious or Supernatural Objects
with elaboration

ROYALTY FTGURES

(a) Royalty Figures
(b) Royalty figures with elaboration
(c) Royalty figures with movement
(d) Royalty Figures with movement and

elaboration

ROYALTY FIGURES EXPRESSING EII{OTION

(a) Royalty Figures expressing emotî.on/
or with ascribed personality characteristics

(b) Royalty' Figures expressing emotion
with eLaboration

(c) RoyalÈy Figures expressing emotion
with movement

(d) Royalty Figures expressing emotion
with movement and elaboration t

82. ROYALTY FIGURES IN AGGRESSII¡E ACTION OR IN AGGRESSIVE
SITUATION

(a) Royalty Figures in aggressive action
or in aggressive situat,ion

(b) Royalty figures in aggressive action
or in aggressivê situation with elaboratÍon
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83. SCIENCE AND ENGTNEERING

(a) Science and,/or Engineering
(b) Science anð,/or Engineering

with elaboration

84. SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING EQUIPMENT

(a) Science and./or Engineering Equipment
(b) Science and/ot Engineering

Equipment with elaboration

85. SCHOOL (including all reading material)
(a) School
(b) School with elaborat,ion
(c) Reading materials
(d) Reading materials with elaboration

86. SIGNS, SIGNPOSTS, FLAGS, AÀID FLAGPOSTS

(a) Sigms and./or Signposts
(b) Signs and/or Signposts with elaboration
(c) Flags and/or Flagposts
(d) Flags and./or Flagposts with elaboration

87. SYIvIBOLS

(a) Symbols
(b) Symbols with elaboration

88. SYMBOLIC AI{D/OR HTSTORTCAL FTGURES

(a) Symbolic and./or Historical Figures
(b) Symbolic and/or Historical

Figures with elahoration
(c) Symbolic and/or Historical

Figures with movement 1

(d) Symbolic anð,/or Historical Figures
with movement and elaboration

(e) Symbolic and./or Historical Figures
plus shadow

' (tl Symbolic anö,/or Historical Figures
plus shadow with elaboration
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88. SYMBOLIC AND/OR HISÎORICAL FIGURES (ConT'd,.)
(g) Symbolic andy'or Historical

Figúres plus shadow with movement
(h) Slrmbolic and,/or Historical

Figures plus shadow with movement
and elaboration

89. SYTI{BOLIC AND/OR ITISTORICÀL FIGUR.E AS VICTTM
. (a) Symbolic and,/or Historical

Figure as victim
(b) Symbolic and/or Historical

Figure as victim wíth elaboration
(c) symbolie and/or Historical

Figure as victim with movement
(d) Symbolic and,/or Historical

Figure as victim with movement
and elaboration

90. SYMBOLTC AND/OR HTSTORICAL FTGURE EXPRESSING EMOTION

(a) Symbolic and,/or Historical
Figure expressing emotion

(b) Symbolic and,/or Historical
Figure expressing emotion
with elaboration

(c) Synbolic and/or Historical
Figure expressing emotion
with movemenÈ

(d) Symbolic and,/or Historical
Figure expressing emotion with
movement and elaboration

91. SYIVIBOLIC A}IDIOR HISTORICAT FTGURE IN AGGRESSIVE
ACTION OR IN AGGRESSIVE SITUATION

(a) Symbolic and/or Historical Figure
in aggressive action or in aggressive
situation

(b) Symbolic and/or Historical Figure' in aggressive action or in aggressive
situation with elaboration

4
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92. STMBOLIC AND/OR HISTORTCAL FTGURE DETAIL
(a) Symbolic and,/or Historical-

Figure detail
(b) slrmbolic and/or Historical

Figure detail with elaboration
(c) Symbolíc and,/or Historical

Figure detaíl wi.th movement
(d) Symbolic and,/or Hístorical

Figure detail with movement
and elaboration

93. TIITITNG DEVICES

(a) Timíng devices
(b) Timing devices wiÈh elaboration
(c) Tining devices with movement
(d) Timing devices with movement

and elaboration

94. TRAVEL . AIR
(a) l{eans of transportation in the air
(b) ¡4eans of transportation in the

air with elaboration
(c) Means of transportation in ttrc

air wiÈh movement
(d) Means of transportation in the

air with movement and elaboration
(e) Parts of the means of transportation

in the air
(f) Parts of the means of t,ransportation

in the air with elaboration
(g) Parts of the means of transportation

in the air with rnovement
(h) Parts of the means of transportation

in the air with movement and elaboration

t
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95. TRAVEL - GROUND

(a) Means of gransportation on the ground
(b) Means of transportation on the

ground witt¡ elaboration
(c) Means of transportation on the

ground with movement
(d) Means of transportat,ion on the

ground wittr movement, and, elaboration
(e) Parts of the means of transportation

on the ground.
(f) Parts of the ineans.of transportation

on the ground with elaboration
(g) Parts of the means of transportat,ion

on'the ground with movement
(h) Parts of the means of transportation

on the ground with movement and
elaboraÈion

96. TRA\¡EL - SPACE

(a) Space Travel
(b) Space Travel with elaboration
(c) Space Travel with movement
(d) Space Travel with movement, and elaboration
(e) Space Travel detail
(f) Space Travel detail with elaboration
(g) Space Trave1 detail with movement
(h) Space Travel detail with movement

and elaboration

97. TRAVEL - IITATER

(a) Travel on water
(b) Travel on water with elaboration
(c) Travel on water with movement
(d) Travel on water wiÈh movement

and elaboration
¿ (e) Travel on water detail
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TRAVEL - !iIå,TER (Contrd. )

(f) Travel on water detail with
elaboration

(g) Travel on water detail with
movement

(h) Travel on water detail with
movement and elaboration

98. IITEAPON

97.

99.

100.

SEASONS

lileaÈher
Weather

T'TRTTTNG

lilriting
lrlriting
fifriting
Writing

( a) lileapon
(b) Weapon with, elaboration
(c) lileapon .with rnovement
(d) lileapon wÍth movement and.

elaboration
(e) Tileapon being used in an aggressive

act or in an aggressive situatíon
(f) Weapon being used in an aggressive

act or in an aggressive situation
with elaboraÈion

$IEATHER AI{D

(a)
(b)

!'IRITTNG A¡ID

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

and Seasons
and Seasons wiÈt¡ elaboration

MATERIA¡S

with elaboration
materials
materials with elaboration

,,
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E)ß¡ÍPLES OF RESPONSES GIVEN
ON DIVERGENT TESTS
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A JUST SUPPOSE

1. Just Suppose someone got, caught in a big soap
br¡.bble and could,n I t get out
You would, not be able to eat
You would not be able to
breathe
He would float aror:nd the
cities

Common response

Common response

Common response

f would try and pop the
bubble on the Eiffel Tower
f would go over Niagara
Falls and, not hurt myself
I would be the first person
to climb Mt. Everest and
not get cold

Rare response

Rare response

Rare response

2. Just Suppose f was rolled flat by a steam roller
I would be dead,

I would be taken to hospital
I would have to eat flat food
and drink flat water

I would have to hop along
like a seal
f would, be a very good
swimmer

f would have to watch out
when I had a bath or I wou1d.
go down the drain

Common response
Common response

Conunon response

Rare response

Rare response

Rare response

4
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3 ilust Suppose a great fog were to fall all
over the earth and al1 we could see would
be feet

B. PATTERNS

1. Stimulus I

You would bump into everybody
and. everything
You could not find your home

Cars would crash

Wars would be impossible
(Couldnrt see to fight)
Robbers could rob a bank
easily
We could make love to each
other with our feet

Common response
Common response
Common response

Rare respoRse

Rare response

Rare response

Cormnon response
Common response
Common response

Rare response
Rare response

Rare response

Common response
Common response
Common response

Rare response
Rare response

Rare response

A tree
A lollipop
A spacè ship

The Pentagon
Runners at different points
A house on poles in the
water

2. St,imulus 2

Four balls on a table
A box with balls in it
A truck

¡ùbb1es running down
the side of a sink
A line of f,ielders in cricket
Some people ready to race
in a swimming pool

t
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C. USES OF OBJECTS

1. A Barre1

3. Stimulus 3

Tvo hills
Tl¡o faces
A pair of glasses

Ttre s.ights of a gun

An ant hole
The ears of a bear behind
a wall

4. Stimulus 4

A star
A funny face
A clownrs hat

A one-wheeler doII's pram

A crowd at, the football
A side-show with people
shooting at the circles

Common response
Co¡runon response
Cormnon response

Rare response
Rare response

Rare response

Common response
Common response
Common response

Rare response
Rare response

Rare response

Comrnon response
Common response
Common response

Rare response
Rare response

Rare response

1o store things in
Use it as a cage
Use it as clothing
To go down Victoria Falls j-n

Use it for a lucky dip
Use it as a gird,le for
a hippopotanus

4
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D.

2. A Bríck

To build a house
To sit on

As a weapon

As a shield,
As an animal trap
For ants to dance on

3. A Blanket

To keep one warm

To smother people with
As a towel

Use as a flag
Use as a
As a parachute

INKBLOTS

1.' Stimulus 1

Common response
Common ràsponse
Common response
Rare response
Rare response
Rare response

Common response
Com¡non response
Common response

Rare response
Rare response
Rare response

Co¡unon response
Common response
Common response

Rare response

Rare response

Rare response

A footprint
A pre-historic monster
Four snakes

A dead chicken just
about to be eaten
A crack in a gramaphone
which happened accidentally
A group of dishes wait,ing
to be washed

t
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2. Stimulus 2

A flower
A two-headed monster
A piece of coastline

A seal doing a trick on a
shoemaker's table
A plane flying over a
house with a ranch
A ghost, standing on a broken
book Èrying to look scary

3 Stimulus 3

Queen t s crohrn

MounÈains
Rocks

A man fa11in9 to his death
A dog waking up
A man with. a tummy-ache

Stimulus 4

Two people dancing
Crazy Z

Two birds

A wrestling match in
which one man has hold of
the other's leg
A short pathway between
two pieces of land
An angel falling over a
dead body

Common response
Common response
Conunon response

Rare response

Rare response

Rare response

Common response
Common response
Common response

Rare response
Rare response
Rare response

Conunon response
Conmron response
Common response

Rare response

Rare response

Rare response

4

rl

4
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Table I

Correlation Coefficient,s Betl¡üeen Sub-scores on
Just Suppose fór Combined Samp1e

Flu I Flu 2 Flex I FIex 2 Ori 1 Ori 2 Orí 3

Flu I

Flu 2

FIex I

FIex 2

ori I

Ori 2

Ori 3

Key:

r. 00

1;00

0.91

0.96

0.52

0.77

0.78

t. 00

1. 00

0.91

0.97

0.51

0.77

0.77

0.91

0.91

1.00

0.9s

0.57

0.77

0.76

0.97

0.97

0 .95

1.00

0.s2'

0.80

0.77

0.52

0.51

0.57

0.52

1.00

0.68

o.67

o.'7'7

0.77

0.77

0.80

0.6I

r.00

0. 84

0.78

0.78

0.76

0.77

0.67

0.84

1.00

Flul=F1uencyI
FIu2=Fluency2

FIex l- = Flexibility t
Flex2=Flexibility2

Ori l- = Original-ity I
Ori/-Originality2
oriJ=originality3

È
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Table 2

Correlation Coefficients Between Sub-scores on
Patterns for Combined Sample

Flu I Flu 2 Flex I Flex 2 Ori 1 Ori 2 Ori 3

Flu I
FIu 2

Flex I
FIex 2

Ori I
Ori 2

Ori 3

Key:

1.00 1.00

1.00 1.00

0.93 0.93

0.95 0. 95

0.73 0.73

0.82 0.82

0.88 0.88

Flul=Fluencyl
Flu2=F1uency2

Flexl=FlexibilityI
Flex2=Flexibility2

0.82 0. 88

0.82 0. 88

0.84 0.86

0.83 0.87

0,88 0.81

1.00 0 .89

0.89 1.00

Ori]=originalityl
Ori2=Origínality2
Ori3=Originality3

0.93

0. 93

1.00

0.95

0,75

0.84

0.86

0.95

0.95

0.95

r.00

0.74

0.83

0. 87

0.73

0.73

0. 75

0.7 4

r.00

0.88

0.81
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Table 3

Correlation Coefficients Between Sub-scores on
Uses of Objects for Combined Sample

FIu I Flu 2 Flex I FIex 2 Ori I Ori 2 Ori 3

FIu I

Flu 2

Flex I

FIex 2

Ori I

Ori 2

Ori 3

Key:

r.00 1.00

1.00 1.00

0.87 0.87

0.93 0.93

0 .72 0.72

0.80 0.80

0.75 0.75

Flul=F}uencyt
Flu2=Fluency2

0.87 0.93 0.72

0.87 0.93 0.72

1.00 0.95 0.79

0.95 1.00 0.76

0.79 0.76 1.00

0.84 0.85 0.85

0.79 0.80 0. 80

Flexl=FlexibÍlityl
Flex'2 = Fl-exibility 2

0.80 0.75

0.80 0.75

0.84 0.79

0.85 0.80

0.85 0.80

1.00 0.90

0.90 1.00

Oril=Originalityl
Ori2=Oríginality2
Oril=Originality3

È
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Table 4

Correlation Coefficients Between Sub-scores on
Inkblots for Combined SamPle

FIu 1

Flu 2

Flex I
Flex 2

Qri I
Ori 2

Ori 3

Key:

0.95

0.95

1.00

0.98

0.78

0 .85

0. 89

Flêx 2

0.97

0.97

0. 98

1.00

0.76

0 .84

0.90

0.73

0. 73

0. 78

0.76

1" 00

0. 90

0.78

Flu I Flu 2 f'Iex I ori I Ori 2 Ori 3

1.00 1.00

1.00 1.00

0.95 0.9s

0.97' 0.97

0,73 0.73

0.81 0.80

0.90 0.90

FluI=fluencyl
Flu2=Fluency2

Flexl=Flexibilityl

Flex2=Flexibility2

0.8r 0.90

0.80 0.90

0. 85 0.89

0.84 0.90

0.90 0.78

1.00 0.85

0.85 r.00

Oril=Originalityl
Ori 2 = Originality 2

Ori3=Originality3

È
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Table I

Correlation Coeffificients Between Scores of
Just Suppose and Uses of Objects for Combined Sample

obj

obj

obj

obj

obj

obj

obj

Key:

Flu I
Flu 2

FIex I
Flex 2

Ori I
Ori 2

Ori 3

Sup Flu I = Just Suppose Fluency 1

Sup FIu 2 = Just Suppose Fluency 2

Sup Flex I = Just Suppose Flexibility I
Sup Flex 2 = Just Suppose Flexibility 2

Sup Ori I = Just Suppose Oríginality t
Sup Ori 2 = Just Suppose Originality 2

Sup Ori 3 = Júst Suppose Originality 3

SuP
Ori 3

0.52

0 .53

0.50

0.53

0.46

0.52

0.51

0.52

0.53

0.50

0.53

0.46

0.52

0.51

0.52

0.52

0. s4

0. s3

0. 48

0. 53

0.51

Flu I = Uses of Objects
Fluency I

Flu 2 = Uses of Objects
Fluency 2

FIex I = Uses of Objects
Flexibility I

Flex 2 = Uses of Objects
Flexibility 2

Ori I = Uses of Objects
Originality I

Ori 2 = Uses of Objects
., Originality 2

Ori 3 = Uses of Objects
Originality 3

sup
FIu, l
0.60

0.60

0.56

0.61

0.47

0. s4

0.52

sup
Flu 2

0.60

0.60

0.56

0.61

o .47

0.54

0. s1

suP
Flex I

0.59

0.59

0.57

0.61

o .47

0.54

0.52

sup
Flex 2

0.59

0.59

0.55

0.60

0 .46

0.53

0.5r

suP
Ori 1

suP
Ori 2

iÞ
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obj

obj

obj

obj

obj
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Table Z

Correlation Coefficients Between Scores of
Just Suppose and Patterns for Combined S4mpl-e

suP
FIU 1

0.49

0.49

0.46

0.49

0.38

0 .44

0. 45

Sup
Flu 2

suP
FIêx I

o.46

0. 46

0.45

0.47

0.36

0 .42

o .42

suP
FIex 2

0.47

0 .47

0.46

0.48

0.37

0.42

0.43

suPori I-

Pat

Pat

Pat

Pat

Pat

Pat

Pat

Flu I

FIu 2

Flex I

Flex 2

Ori I

Ori 2

Ori 3

0. 37

0. 37

0.34

0.36

0.30

0.34

0.34

o .47

0.47

0. 45

0.46

0.37

o .42

0.43

o .49

0. 49

0.46

0.47

0.41

o .46

0.46

0.50

0.50

o .47

0.49

0. 39

o .44

0.4s

Key:
sup

sup
suP

sup
sup

sup
sup

Flu I = Just Suppose Fluency I
FIU 2 = Just Suppose Fluency 2

Flex I = Just Suppose Flexibility I
Flex 2 = Just Suppose Flexibility 2

Ori I = Just Suppose Originality I
Ori 2 = Just Suppose Originality 2

Ori 3 = Just Suppose Originality 3

FIu I = Patterns Fluency I
FIU ) - Patterns Fluency 2

FIex I = Patterns Flexibility t
FIex 2 = Patterns Flexibility 2

Ori I = Patterns Originality I
Ori 2 = Pat.terns Originality 2

Ori 3 = Patterns Originality 3

Pat
Pat
Pat
Pat
Pat
Pat
Pat

tÞ
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Tab1e 3

Correlation Coefficients Between Scores of
ilust Suppose and fnkblots f,or Combined Sample

Blt

Blr
B1t

Blt

Blr

Blr

Blr

+

Flu I

Flu 2

Flex I

FIex 2

Ori I

Ori 2

Ori 3

sup
FIu I
0.45

0. 45

0. 46

0. 46

o .42

0 .44

0.44

sup
Flu 2

0.46

0.4s

o .47

a .47

0.42

0.45

0.45

suP
FIex I

0.4I

0. 41

0.45

0.43

0.41

0.43

o .42

sup
Í'Lex 2

0.43

0.43

0.45

o.44

0.42

0 .44

0.43

sup
Ori I

sup
Ori 2

0.40

0. 40

0.4'4

0.42

0 .42

0 .44

0.43

suP
Ori 3

0.44

0.44

0.47

0. 46

0.44

0.45

0.45

0 .30

0.30

0.34

0.34

0.31

0. 34

0.32

Key:
SuP

sup
sup
sup

sup
s.ip
sup

Flu I=Just Suppose Fluency I
Flu 2= Just Suppose Fluency 2

Flex I = Just Suppose Flexibility I
Flex 2 = Just Suppose Flexibility 2

ori 1 = Just Suppose Originality I
Ori 2 = Just Suppose OriginaliÈy 2

Ori 3 = Just Suppose Originality: 3

Blt Flu I = Inkblots Fluency I
BIt Flu 2 = fnkblots FLuency 2

BIt, Flex f = rnkblots Flexibility I
Blt FIex 2 = Inkblots Flexibility 2

Blt Ori f = Inkbl-ots Originality 1

Blt Ort ) = Inkblots Originality 2

Blt Ori J = fnkblots Originality 3È(o
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Table 4

Correlation Coefficients Between Scores of
Uses of Objects and Patterns for Combined Samp1e

Pat

Pat

Pat

Pat

Pat

Pat

Pat

FIu I

Flu 2

FIex I

Flex 2

Ori I

Ori 2

Ori 3

obj
Flu I

0.51

0.51

0.50,
0.52

0 .44

0.48

0.47

obj
Flu 2

0. s1

0.5r

0.50

0.52

0.43

0.48

o .47

obj
Flex I
0.47

0 .47

0. 48

0.49

0.43

o.47

o .44

obj
Flex 2

0.50

0. s0

0.50

0.52

0.44

0.49

0.46

obj
Ori I
0.43

0.43

0.44

0.45

0.37

0.4r

0.42

obj
Ori 2

obj
Ori 3

0.45

0.45

0.45

0 .46

0.37

0.43

0.43

0.48

0.49

0.48

0.49

0.44

0.48

0.48

Kelr:

obj
obj
obj
obj
obj
obj
obj

FIu I = Uses of Objects Fluency I
Flu 2 = Uses of Objects Fluency 2

Flex I = Uses of Objects Flexibility I
FIex 2 = Uses of Objects Flexibility 2

Ori ] = Uses of Objects Originality I
Ori 2 = Uses of Objects Originality 2

Ori 3 = Uses of Objects Originality 3

Pat FIu I = Patterns Fluency I
Pat Flu ] = Patterns Fluency I
Pat Flex I = Patterns Flexibility I
Pat FIex 2 = Patterns Elexibility 2

Pat Ori I = Patterns Originality I
Pat Ori I = Patterns Originality 2

Pat Ori 3 = Patterns Originality 3.È
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Table 5

Correlation Coefficients Between Scores of
Uses of Objects and Inkblots for Combined Sample

Blt Flu I

Blt Flu 2

Blt FIex 1

BIt FIex 2

Blt Ori 1

BIt Ori 2

Blt Ori 3

Key:

obj
Flu I

obj
Flu 2

obj
FIex I
0.43

0.43

o .47

0.46

0.41

0.46

0.46

obj
Flex 2

0.45

0.45

0.48

0 .47

0. 43

0.48

0.47

obj
Ori I
0.39

0.39

0.41

0.41

0.36

0.39

0 .42

obj
Ori 3

0.46

0.46

0.48

0.47

0.43

0.46

a .47

0.46

0.46

0.48

0.47

0.43

0.46

0.47

0.40

0.40

0.42

0.42

0.40

0.43

0.44

0.40

0.40

0 .42

0.41

0.4r

0. 43

0. 43

Obj Flu I = Uses of Objects Fluenclt I
Obj FIU 2 = Uses of Qbjects F1uenelz 2

Obj Flex f = Uses of Qbjects Flexibility I
Obj Flex 2 = Uses of Objects Flexibility 2

Obj Ori I = Uses of Objects Originality I
Obj Ori 2 = Uses of OìjecÈs OriginaLity 2

Obj Ori 3 = Uses of Objects Origi.nality 3

Blt Flu | = fnkblots Fluency I
Blt FI-u 2 = fnkblots Fluency 2

Blt Flex ] = trnkblots Flexibility I
BIt, FIex ) = Inkblots Flexibility 2

Blt Ori 1 = Inkblots Originality I
Blt Ori ) = Inkblots Originality 2

Blt Ori J = Inkblots Originality 3.
iÞ
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Table 6

Correlation Coefficients Between Scores of
Inkblots and Patterns for Combined Sample

Pat

Pat

Pat

Pat

Pat

Pat

Pat.

FIU I

FIu 2

FIex I

Flex 2

Ori 1

Ori 2

Ori 3

Blt
FIU I

0.64

0.64

0.60

0.6r

0;45

0.54

0 .58

Blt
FIu 2

0.64

0.64

0.60

0.61

0.45

0.54

0.58

BII
Flex I

0.62

0.62

0.61

0.61

0.47

0.56

0.58

Blr
FIex 2

0.64

0.64

0.60

0.62

0.47

0.56

0. s9

0.53

0.53

0 .51

0. sl
0. 45

0.50

0.53

B1t
Ori 2

0.57

0. s8

0.55

0. s6

0 .47

0.54

0.56

0.62

0.62

0.60

0.61

0.50

0.58

0.61

3
t
i

B1
Or

t
il

BI
Or

Key:
Blr
BIt
Blt
BTI
Blr
BIt
Blt

Flu I = Inkblots Fluency I
FIu 2 = Inkblots Fluency 2

FIex f = Inkblots Flexibility I
Flex I = Inkblots Flexibitity 2

Ori I = Inkblots Originality I
Orí 2 = Inkblots Originality 2

Ori J = Inkblots Originality 3

Pat Flu I = Patterns Fluency I
Pat Flu 2 = Patterns Fluency 2

Pat Flex I = Patterns Flexibílity I
Pat FIex 2 = Patterns Flexibility 2

Pat Ori I = Patterns Originality I
Pat Ori 2 = Patterns Originality 2

Pat Ori I = Patterns Origínality 3
i¡s
\ct
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